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Columbia professors 
awarded $250,000 
in plagiarism lawsuit 
Patricia Oleb,III/Ch,onl,1e 
Rhonda Bowers and Maria Marcheva from Columbia's MIS department check out the Blackstone sale. 
Blackstone hotel goes condo 
By Neda Simeonova 
Staff Writer 
A liquidation sale of hotel furnishings last 
week was the first step in converting the long-
shuttered Blackstone Hotel , located next to 
Columbia's Torco Building, into a luxury con-
dominium development. 
The sale started on April 21 and wi ll continue 
through May 21. On May 2, a multi-million dol-
lar renovation of the bui lding wi ll begin, said 
Darrell Dunson, project coordinator for the liq-
uidation at the hotel. 
Nearly two years ago, the 22-story, 305-room 
hotel was forced to shut down because of vari· 
ous safety violations, Since then the hotel has 
remained vacant. 
The owners, North Carolina-based Heaven on 
Earth Inns Corp., were fo rced to vacate guests 
and let go of its 80 employees afte r City of 
Chicago inspectors discovered serious safety 
problems in the 1910 building. The corporation 
IS run by transcendental meditation guru 
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. who achieved fame 
when he served as guru to the Beatles. The 
Maharishi has courted several options for the use 
of the hotel but until now none have passed. 
James Kinney, president of residential sales at 
Rublofflnc ., was h ired as the sales agent to mar-
ket th~ proposed luxury condos. "[The plans 1 
are a hnle premature at this point. The zoning 
approved by the city is for up to 73 units. We are 
planning somewhere between 45 to 50 units 
because we are looking to do more of luxury 
ty pe condos," Kinney said. 
Kinney said that the floor plans for the condos 
were not ready, "We are planning about 3,200 
See Blackstone, page 5 
By Ryan Adair 
Managing/News Editor 
Two instructors in Columbia's 
Math and Science department 
were awarded a quarter of a 
million dollars last week after 
sett ling a defamation lawsuit, in 
which two other co ll eagues 
allegedly accused them of pla-
giarism. 
Pangratios Papacosta and Ann 
C. Hanson fi led a lawsuit 
against Zafra Leman and Keith 
Kostecka of the college's 
Inst itute of Science Education 
and Science Communication, 
citing that the two professors 
had accused Papacosta and 
Ilanson, as well as the Math and 
Science department, of "blatant 
plag iarism." According to the 
lawsuit, Papacosta and Ilanson 
claimed Lerman and Kostecka 
said they plagiarized infonna-
tion in an article written by the 
fonner in the Journal o/College 
Science Teaching in 1998. 
The Institute of Science is a 
separate entity from the Science 
and Math department and was 
founded in the early 1990s, 
with the aide of former 
Columbia president, Mike 
Alexandroff. 
The plagiarism was detailed 
in a report released by the insti-
tute in '98. The report was then 
circulated to 30 members of 
Columbia's faculty and stafl' for 
review during the college's 
reaccred itation process , in the 
spring of 1999. 
Accord ing to the report, mem-
bers of the Math and Science 
department. "submitted papers 
fo~ publication in which they 
m1srepresented these ideas as 
their own, and without proper 
credit to the originators of these 
methods." The report went on to 
compare the aforement ioned 
article by Papacosta and Hanson, 
citing the professors' work as an 
example of the plagiarism. 
" In academia. allegations of 
plagiarism can ruin a profession· 
al career," Papacosta said. fol-
lowing the settlement. "Ann and 
I were completely shocked and 
saddened by these accusat ions." 
After revision bv a committee 
fonned by John B·. Duff, fonner 
college president, the investiga-
tion of plag iarism was dropped, 
due to a lack of evidence and 
the inability to prove that actual 
plagiarism had occurred. 
Papacosta and Hanson named 
Lennan, the institute's director 
and researcher Kostecka in the 
defamation lawsuit. The colleu:c 
opted to settle out of court a~d 
not pursue the matter further. 
According to Carol Bryant. 
from College Relations, the set-
tlement bares no liability 
toward the school and legal fees 
and sett lement costs are cov-
ered by the college's insurance 
po licy, 
See lawsuit, page 2 
College 'founder' Alexandroff dead at 78 
By Amber Holst 
Editor-in-Chief 
Columbia President Emeritus Mirron 
"M i~e" Alexandroff, 78, died Friday, 
April 20th, at Northwestern Memorial 
Hospital after a brief illness. 
Alexandroff lead the college from a 
small trade school with a bleak reputation 
to the nationally known liberal arts college 
of today. As president of the college from 
1963 to 1992. Alexandrolf was responsi-
ble for inst ituting the policies that now 
define the college. li e promoted utilizing 
Chicago area media professionals as 
instructors, pushed for higher minority 
enro llments and made upper cducation 
accessible through policies such as open 
enro llment. 
Under his tutelage, the co llege grew 
from less than 200 students to more than 
7,000 (current ly the co llege has nearly 
10,000 students). During the same time, 
the college expanded from a one-floor 
School to close in honor of Alexandroff 
Columbia will close its doors on 
Friday, May I I , in memory of the col-
lege's late President Emeritus Mirron 
"Mike" Alexandroff. No classes will be 
held that day and all administrative 
offices will be closed as we ll. 
The president's office said the 
unprecedented move to close the school 
is a way to remember Alexandroff's 
accomplishments toward his unending 
development of Columbia. 
On May II, there will be a college· 
wide memorial celebration held at 1:30 
p.m. at Columbia's Getz Theater, 72 E. 
11th street, followed by a recept ion at 3 
p. m. at the Conaway Center, in the 
Ludington building, 1104 S, Wabash Ave. 
The president's office noted that since 
the Getz Theater only seats 400, the serv-
ice will also be broadcast on a closed cir-
cuited televisio{l in a nearby area for 
viewing. 
The college is currently looking into 
several options fo r honoring Alexandroff, 
so that his memory has a permanent place 
among the Columbia community, 
school to one of the largest landholders 
in the South Loop. and thc college's 
budget skyrocketed from S 1 00.000 to 
580 million. 
"The unique and remarkable C'olumbi;t 
College Chicago we know today would 
not exist without his vision and ener~v:' 
sa id Warrick L. Carter, president~-of 
Columbia, in a statement. "Words cannot 
describe the immense in!luence he has 
had on this institution, on arts and com-
munications education in this country. 
and-d irectly or indirectly.on the lives of 
all of us in the Columbia community. As 
a leader, a mentor. and a friend, we will 
miss him deep ly," 
"You could trace [Columbia College ) 
back to the 1890s but he is the founder in 
its modern form ." said Dominic Pacyga, 
facu lty member in the Liberal Arts 
department. "The co llege !lowered under 
his d irection. lie rea lly was this good 
guy- bright, dynam ic, interest ing and a 
person who had heart . 
"It's obvious that none of us wou ld be 
here if not for the vis ion and tenacity of 
Mike AlexandrolT. In the early days, he 
took the school from fewer than 200 stu-
dents and turned it into what it is today. 
And he did it on almost sheer strength of 
wi ll with his innovation and creativity," 
Mirron "Mike" Alexandroff 
said Randy Albers. chairperson of the 
Fiction Writing department. 
"When he took over. the school was on 
the brink of di saster," said Louis 
Silverstein. of the Liberal Education 
department. "lie had the foresight :Ind 
the ins ight hJ look at the needs of society 
and the young people in the Chil.'agn an.';t 
See Alexandroff, page 2 
Art & Design loses well 
respected faculty member 
The Art and Design department lost another prominent 
member of its faculty last week. Pat Olson. a part-time 
faculty member. who had been with the department since 
1978. passed away around 3 p.m., Sunday April 22. 
Olson was known as an outstanding figurative artist, 
whose paintings reside in many collections and have 
been exhibited worldwide. A memorial celebration will be 
held at her house in Rogers Park, on Saturday, May 5, 
from 1 p.m. to 8 p.m. For more information, contact the 
Art and Design department at (312)344-7378. 
MTV to visit campus, 
seeking student opinions 
MTV Animation is seeking students to critique their new 
animated series, ·Undergrads." The show is a slice of 
life comedy about four high school fr iends now attending 
neighboring universities. The show was created by a 22 
year-old former 'undergrad' from New York University's 
Tisch School of the Arts . MUndergrads" will be screened 
on Monday and Thursday. April 30 and May 1, at noon in 
room 302 of the Ludington Building , 1104 S. Wabash. 
The following week, Ita Abramson, recruiting manager 
for MTV Animation in New York, will be presenting a lec-
ture and presentation on Tuesday, May 8 at 2 p.m. in 
room 302 of the Ludington Building . For more informa-
tion. call the Career Center for Arts and Media at (3 12) 
344-7280. 
Women Employed hosts 
careers in broadcast 
communications panel 
Women Employed will hold a career development sem-
inar focusing on the field of broadcast communications. 
on May 17. A panel of distinguished professionals will 
discuss what It takes to break Into and succeed in th is 
competitive industry. The panelists have worked as pro-
ducers, spokespersons and on-a ir hosts for corporations, 
non-profit organizations and government agencies. The 
seminar will focus on trends in the communications 
industry, career paths and training Issues and women 's 
prospects for advancement. 
The diSCUSSion IS hosted by Women Employed. a 25-
year-old organization . helping to employ women . 
Exptected guests Include. Trol Tyler. WVA2,-FM person-
ality, Tern Hammert. on-air host of WXRT-FM and pro-
fessor of rad iO and sound at Columbia, and Hope 
Daniels, also of Columbia's rad io department. 
The event Sill be Thursday May 17, from 4:45 to 7:15 
p.m., at Women Employed . 111 N. Wabash Ave .. suite 
1300. The seminar IS free to Women Employed mem-
bers, S25 for non-members. Space IS limited, so atten-
dees are encouraged to ca ll ahead. To reg ister. call . 
(312 ) 782-3902 . 
Women Employed IS described as a membership 
organization dedicated to the economic advancement of 
women through service, public educat ion and advocacy. 
Founded in 1973. Women Employed plays an active role 
In preserving and assuring the effectiveness of equal 
employment opportunity policies and is a leading expert 
in fair compensallOn practices, work and life balance . 
and other issue affecting women in the workplace. 
Theater department stages 
Shakespearean classic 
The Theater department is presenting Shakespeare's 
"Macbeth" currently running through May 6, in the New 
Studio Theater, directed by department chai r Sheldon 
Patlnk ln and fa culty member Tom Mula Call (3 12) 344-
6126 to make reservations. Free tickets to Columbia stu-
dents pending availability Since the New StudiO IS small , 
people are encouraged to call ahead 
If you haw an upcom ing event or 
announce ment , p lease ca ll 
the Chronicle's news desk 
at (3 12) 344- 7255. 
VISIT US ON T HE WEB AT 
WWW.CCCI mONICI,LCOM 
s 
Around Campus 
The sky's the limit: Patricia OieballlChronicle 
Allison Fander paints the trim of a wall as part of Lynne Copp's Senior Seminar, senior class project 
Copp's class painted the room to resemble a sky, complete with clouds and a sun, to make the learning 
environment more interesting for future classes, 
Alexandroff 
Continued from Front Page 
that were not being met, and he cre-
ated a new Columbia College 
focusing on the arts and media ." 
" I met Mike in 1970 as a student 
at Colum bia," said Tom Nawrock i 
of the English department. " He was 
always a very approac hab le person. 
li e would just walk in the ha ll ways 
and ta lk with students. 
" lie was a b ig baseball fan," 
added Nawrocki . " He used to cat 
breakfast at th is p lace on Ohio 
Street , and you cou ld s it down next 
to him and talk about the White Sox 
fo r 40 minutes. li e wasn't afraid to 
be fo r the underdog. When he saw a 
wrong or an injustice he would 
speak up." 
"My first impress ion of Mike was 
of a kind ly, Santa C laus like fi gure, 
who was s tanding behind the 
cashier's window when I came to 
Ill) fi rst meeting with him 27 years 
ago thi s month," sa id Lya Dym 
Rosenb lum former head of 
Columbia's grad school and now 
part of the College Re lat ions and 
Development Office . "We had 
instant rapport, and he persuaded 
me that being Academ ic Dean of 
Co lum bia was the most exc iting 
opportunity in the world . Working 
with him was. Our long di scussions 
laIc inlo the afte rnoon and evening 
opened ncw perspectives on educa-
tion-and what it could be. 
" lie w:.tS a storyteller, :.t supreme-
ly g ifted te.H;her who never forma l-
ly taugh t, a leade r who could make 
Lawsuit 
Continued from Front Page 
" Ifi t were up to me, l would ha ve 
pushed 10 ha ve it go 10 tria l," sa id 
I,e rman , who has been with 
('o lulllhia s ince 1977. "The inslII"-
:u u,.: e I..:tl Il1 Jl:U1Y ins isted nil sett ling . 
I'Ill extremely disappoinled thai the 
co llege wou ld rather seu le IIUln 
delcllt!lhe princ ipled pt)s ititlll ." 
Lerman maintllIlls Ilmt she did nut 
wri le the report, whk h del'amcd 
I'apactlsla and I llIllson, Il mlthat she 
had lill ie kl10wledge or it, when it 
wa,'I tl rnticd . Kusleekn WIIS II l1l1 vail · 
ah le Ii II' eOll1lllell1 at jlrcss limc, 
anyone into a follower, especially 
with his visions of education, the 
aIlS and politics . I will miss him-
and will a lways be grateful for his 
fr iendship and mentorship." 
80m in 1923 on the c ity 's South 
Side, Alexandroff was raised in 
West Englewood and later Hyde 
Park. His mother Cherr ie Phi lli ps 
was a school principal, h is father 
Norman, who emigrated from 
Moldavia, was the inventor of a 
p leating machine and later got into 
the broadcast industry. His grand-
mother reported ly carried children 
across the Chicago River during the 
Great Ch icago Fire of 1871. 
Alexandroff said his first name, 
Mirron, loose ly translates into 
'worl d peace' from Russian. "My 
father had a party to name me the 
night my mother went to the hospi-
tal," Alexandrofr to ld the Chicago 
Tribune in 1992 . "The winner, 
someone to ld me years later, was 
' Opus One,' Ins tead, my father 
named me Mirron, a name he made 
up from 'mir,' the word for peace in 
Russ ian ." Later, Alexandroff' s 
friends gave him the nickname 
"M ike." 
During World War II. Alexandroff 
served for four years as an infantry 
se rgeant. lie later attended Wilson 
Jun ior College, Rooseve lt 
Uni vers ity, where he later received 
a B.S. in psychology and later the 
Uni vers ity of Chicago. 
Meanwhi le, Alexandrolrs father 
"My co ll eagues lit Ilnrvard, y .\le 
and Il rinl..:ctol1 I..:tu umt helievc tlml it 
has actuall y I..:011le In Ihi s," LermHII 
sa id in respnnse tt\ the selt lcment. 
Ilapaeoslu and I hillson, on the 
uther hand , arc g lad the.: three-year 
ordeal has emuc In an end , hut lire.: 
still unh:IPPY Iilal a rctmclioll of the 
report was ne.:ver 1'111 illto elli:...:t. 
l' uplIcusla said thul whi le the lill'lIle.:r 
Co lumhia presitle.:nl, Dun: "': ~\lltll l~ I Ctl 
I ,ermnll In wilhdrnw thl.' replll'l, 
I,ennnn refused, dlle It I " pnI1l; .. ;ul 
rCnStllls." 
had broken into the broadcast 
industry produc ing radio shows and 
running a studio in the Fine Arts 
bu ilding at 410 S. Michigan Ave. 
While there, he became associated 
with Colum bia College, which was 
also housed in the Fine Arts build-
ing. At the ti me, the small college 
was teach ing rad io broadcasting. It 
had evolved from the Columbia 
College of Oratory, founded in 
1890 in honor of the World's 
Columbian Exhibition of 1893. 
In 1907 it was renamed Columbia 
Coll ege of Expression and taught 
women to be speech teachers. In 
the 1920s and '30s the small col· 
lege had financia l diffi culties and 
merged with the nat ional co ll ege of 
educat ion , before settling on its 
broadcast focus. 
Following World War II , 
A lexandron"s father secured a sub-
stantial G I. Bill contract with the 
U.S. Veterans Affairs program to 
open a guidance center for return-
ing vete rans of World War II. 
Mirron AlexandrolTwent to work 
for hi s father in the gu idance center 
as both a psycho log ist and business 
manager fo r the school. His father 
le n the coMege in 1950 and 
Alexandroff said he became presi-
dent in 1963 by "default." 
At the time, Columbia had 175 
students ,md a miniscule budget. 
AlcxandrolT decided he wou ld usc 
See Alexandroff, page 3 
"This has oce..'ll tl very stress fu l and 
Cll10t ioilUI experiellce.:," I lanson said. 
PnpaCllsttl sn id Ihl! l1\uin IHUl'lllSf! for 
the lawsuit was III rcsll)l'C reputtlbili-
ty 10 not only his tlnd 1I:\1Ison's 
IlIlIllC, hut I\lso to the..' M:\lh tlnd 
Science dl'pm111lCnt tiS well. 
" It's puinful tlmt Wt.' luut to lile n 
lawsuit "guiltst uur uwn institution, 
hut Wt.' wcrl' fut\.:l.'d tu dll this in 
order to dear nUf lU\mes," he said . 
" It 's lun Imd thi s e..'IlCl);,Y wus wnstc:d. 
This cuuhl111lvC nil he en tlvl,idcd. if 
the rcpmtll1l11 hCt.'n rC l nh,: tl·~t" 
April 30,2001 
Alexandroff 
Continued from PrevIous Page 
the decade to redefine the college but 
faced immense hurdles. 
"For most of the '60s, we barely made 
it until June," he recalled in a 1982 
interv iew with the Chronicle of Higher 
Education. "Each year we faced the 
dreadful bleak months of summer with 
an income of about $3.80. We hoped 
that by October new students would 
begin to pay some small amount. For 
years I was not paid in the summer. You 
didn't answer the phone then, because 
you know the person on the other end 
was undoubted ly a creditor." 
As the school started to expand he 
moved it to a larger locat ion, the top 
floor of a warehouse at 540 N. Lake 
Shore Drive. He began luring industry 
professionals to teach on a part time 
basis, and one of his first recruits was 
Gwendolyn Brooks. 
'" would see the names of artists and 
enterta iners in the newspaper and I 
would call them up," Alexandroff said 
in the same Chronicle of Higher 
Education inte rview. '" wou ld take 
them out to lunch at a cafeteria and pick 
up the bill for $1.65. I would persuade 
them to come participate in this crusade 
for higher education for the popular 
artist. There were no money considera-
tions. No one had any money. No one 
made any money." 
In 1965, composer and music ian 
William Russo, now chairperson of the 
Music department, became Columbia's 
first fu ll t ime fac ulty member. 
Alexandroff's wife, Jane, was the col-
lege's only staff person. 
By the 1970s the college was growing 
in leaps and bounds. In 1973 
Alexandroff lead a charge to have the 
college fu lly accred ited, and in 1975 
with an e nrollment of 1 ,800, the college 
bought its signature 600 S. M ich igan 
Ave. bui lding. 
Alexandroff's quotes and quotables 
• "Colwnbia is a shared idea with close 
ties to the enlightened educational phi-
losophy and practice. Undoubtedly, 
Columbia's success was coincident with 
the burst of new ideas, new technologies 
and new human expectations in the 
1960,." 
- at the fall faculty retreat, 
October 11. 1991. 
• "We are an urban institution--and we 
intend a deliberate urban mission, which 
stems from and responds to the racial, 
cultural, economic and educational 
diversity of this quintessentially 
American city." 
- at the fall faculty retreat. 
October II ; 1991. 
• "I had always thought there was a bet· 
ter way to educate people than the way 
America was doing it then. I had a vari-
ety ot: ideas, and here was an available 
college.; There was an administrative 
vacuum and I thought this might be an 
opportunity," 
- in a 1982 interView with the 
Chronicle 0/ Higher Education. 
• " It is possible to market an institution 
as a more practical and serious part of 
the community than any of.those that 
p.rescntly e~I.." 
- in a' 1982 interview with the 
Chronicle 0/ Higher Education. 
• "We have offered practical. on-the-
job. leam·by-doing, professional educa-
tion, Our students have unabashedly 
said, ' I want to be a writer or a 
journalist.· .. 
- in a 1982 interview with the 
Chronicle 0/ Higher Education. 
• "We can't raise the tuition to a level 
where it jeopardizes our mission. Iftbe 
students paid $6,000, instead of the pres-
ent $3,000 a year. Columbia would not 
be the same institution." 
- in a 1982 interview with the 
Chronicle of Higher Education. 
• "Our studeot body is not made up of 
individuals who will ever be financially 
successful. We have a tough row to 
hoe." 
- in a 1982 interview with the 
Chfcnlcle of Higher Education. 
• uEnjoy it and do good. My father 
gave me a great line; 'Mike, there are a 
lot of racial slogans. but go first class.' 
I've tried to." 
- in a March 28, 1990 interview with 
the Chicago Sun-'nmu. 
• "I have some claim to a special kiod 
of Chicago authenticity. I've spent all 
my life in Chicago, from birth to this 
moment" except for World War 11. "It's 
a great city. I'm a dedicated Ch icago 
baseball fan. If one exempts the war 
years, I've seen 52 years of Sox opening 
days." 
- in a March 28, 1990 interview with 
the Chicago Sun-limes. 
• "In certain ways we are an easy 
school to get into and a hard school to 
stay in." 
- in a March 22, 1992 interview with 
the Chicago Sun-limes. 
• " In 1973, when we were first fu lly 
accredited, we had a good team of exam-
iners, but they couldn't understand why 
we had mushroomed. They went out 
into the community. They talked to hWl-
dreds of people and later mentioned in 
their report, 'every kid in town knows 
about Columbia, but no parents do.'" 
.-:. in a March 22, 1992 interview with 
the Chicago Tribune 
• "We were never arrayed against your 
people. Many coJleges feel they are elite 
places. But our idea is that you serve 
your CODlOlWlity. We were interested in 
educating people to earn reasonable 
income fot' doing work they like." 
- in a March 22, 1992 interview with 
~ Chicago Tribune 
• "I first came there in 1947. working in 
the guidance center, helping GIs get over 
war traumas. Father left about 1950. I 
became business manger in 1955, but the 
place was essentially leaderless. I 
became president. in 1963. by utter 
default, having nothing else to do." 
- in a March 22, 1992 interview with 
the Chicago Tribune 
• "In a collegiate sense, that occupa-
tional consequence is called 'profession,' 
and that had a kind of elitist ring to it. 
Radio announcers were pursuing a 
'vocation,' and anthropologists were pur· 
suing a 'profession.' The matter of a 
career consequence was looked at dis-
dainfully by the greater bulk of those in 
higher education. Students thought 
about it. but the institutions behaved as if 
they were preparing the best and bright. 
est for a privileged state," 
- in a 1991 interview with the Tribune 
Magazine 
• To teachers, on how to teach their 
classes, he said "Do anything you want 
with it Take it outdoors. Take it to a 
restaurant- run it in 11 restaurant. a cof-
fee shop. Do absolutely anything you 
want with it. Anything!" 
- in a 1991 interview with the 1Hbune 
Magazine 
-Compiled by JUI Helmer 
In 1991, A lexandroff recall ed to the 
Chicago Tribune the anx iety of those 
growing pains "Remember the old pic -
ture 'Viva Zapata'?" Alexandroff sa id. 
"Marlon Branda, having for all pract i-
cal purposes won the revolution, rides 
into Mexico C ity on his horse, goes into 
some major office with rows of desks 
and typewriters. He looks at this array 
of civi lization. gets on his horse and 
rides out of town . I looked at the five 
elevators and marble floors and it was 
al most too much for me. I had ne ver 
imagined we would get to th is." 
Colum bia '5 growth continued to sky-
rocket in the 19805, and by 1990, 
Alexandroff had raised a ten mi llion 
do lla r endowment for the school and 
had purchased the Torco bu ilding at 624 
S. Michigan Ave. 
In 1992 he retired from the coll ege 
and was replaced by John 8. Duff, who 
retired last year. "I'm go ing to do as lit-
Campus News 3 
tie as poss ible, w ith as little responsib il-
ity as I can manage," AlexandrofT told 
the Chicago Tribune at the time. 
Alexandroff's wife Jane, who died at 
the age of 65 in October of 1996, was 
a lso a key figure in the gro\vth of the 
coll ege. She was also involved in the 
Chicago arts industry an d in 1987. 
launched Chicago Artists Abroad, 
which constructed opportunities over-
seas for artists. 
In 1993, the college recognized her 
with an Honorary Degree for her work 
at Co lumbia College. 
The A lexandrofTs had three ch ildren, 
N iki Gray, Pam Eldenberg and Norma n. 
who serves as the schoo l's director of 
publications, and several grandch ildren. 
- Jill fielmer and Chad Deinenger 
contributed to this report 
Two sides of "Mike" Alexandroff: (Above) An avid White So~ fan, Alexandroff and 
his late wife Jane attend a game at Comiskey Park. 
(Below) A march for freedom with John Shultz, former chair of Columbia's Fiction 
Writing department (center), and Alexandroff (right), takes place down Michigan 
Avenue during an anti.Apartheid demonstration. 
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"I want to introduce fungus to students, to show them how much 
they're used and to send the message to students that increasing 
them in your diet i, good for you." 
Weidong Chen .• a Un;~'ersity of JllitlOis lnJ'cologist 
U of I students celebrate 
studies with a fungus feast 
URBANA, III. (AP) -
Consider the qualities of mys-
terious fungi that grow in 
secret places in many differ-
ent forms, some of which take 
the rap for social misbehavior. 
-Hippies in the 1960s called 
one form of their fa~orite 
recreational drugs "shrOoms" 
for the origins of its active 
ingredients. 
-Scientists now believe 
strange behavior that 
launched investigations--()T 
witch -hunts-in the 16905 in 
New England was really 
caused by grain contaminated 
with a parasitic fungus known 
as ergot. 
-Then, at the other end of 
the scaJe. there's penicillin, a 
fuzzy green mold that revolu-
tionized medicine after Dr. 
Alexander Fleming discov-
ered in 1928 that it inhibits 
bacteria growth. 
"Fungi are important to us," 
said . Weidong Chen, a 
University of Illinois mycolo-
gist, or fungus specialist, 
who's teaching a discovery 
course this year about the 
good, the bad and the ugly in 
the fungus family. 
"They have many medicinal 
properties you can't find else-
where, Chen said ... , want to 
introduce fungus to students, 
to show them how much 
they ' re used and to send the 
message to students that 
increasing them in your diet 
is good for you." 
The students recently cele-
brated their focus on fungus 
by serving a lunch heavily 
laced with mushrooms, the 
most popular member of a 
family that may include up to 
250,000 species. 
They topped pizzas and a 
salad, and they accompanied 
pork with shiitake, and cab-
bage with ear fungus takeout. 
Chen's menu also included 
bread made with yeast, and 
blue cheese with veins of 
penicillium, two different 
forms of fungus. 
"Fungus are used in tradi-
tional Chinese medicine," 
Chen said. "Studies prove 
they have chemicals that do 
the body good. Shiitake has 
two compounds in that sup-
press tumor growth and 
reduce cholesterol in the 
blood. Yeast fungus has the 
same properties as choles-
. terol-reducing drugs." 
He said ear fungus also 
reduces cholesterol and thins 
blood and enoki mushrooms 
·have anti-tumor and immune-
enhancing properties. In 
China, red rice yeast is used 
to maintain a healthy heart 
and circulatory system, and 
oyster mushrooms are used to 
treat rheumatism and arthri-
tis. Maitake mushrooms, 
delicious in food, have potent 
anti-tumor, anti-viral and 
immune-enhancing proper-
ties. Chen said clinical trials 
are currently being conduct-
ed pitting maitake against the 
AIDS virus, hypertension 
and hepatitis B. 
But there's a dark side to 
the fungus story, one that 
quickly caught the attention 
of Chen's students. 
"I'm interested in the poi-
sonous mushrooms," said 
Cindy Rich, a biology major. 
'" love mushrooms, but I 
probably won't go picking 
them in a forest." 
"It's interesting what all the 
di fferent fungi do," said stu-
dent David Mendoza. "They 
look the same, but one can 
kill you in a day and another 
cures sickness" 
Mendoza said Chen taught 
students warning signs for 
poisonous mushrooms. 
"If it has a bulb on the bot-
tom, don' t mess, it's poison," 
he said. "If there are spots on 
the top, watch out, but some 
good . ones also have spots 
too, so it's hard to telL" 
Mendoza said Chen's 
course piqued his interest in 
the subject and he may ~nroll 
next year in a plant patholo-
gy course e'fploring more 
facts about fungi. 
"Fungi are important in 
plant pathology," said Cleo 
D' Arcy, who teaches the 
course with Darin Eastburn. 
"The real goal of our course 
is to increase students' 
awareness of agriculture in 
their lives." 
Racism charged in party bust 
CARBONDALE, III. (AP)-
A group of black students at 
Southern I1Jinois University is 
charging racism was behind 
pol ice breakjng up an off-
campus party with tear gas; 
Some students are plannmg 
a demonstration Saturday 
night in the city's downtown: 
They want police to apolo-
gize and drop charges against 
Patrick Gant, a 26-year·old 
elementary education major 
who was charged with aggra-
vated battery and resisting 
arrest. 
Police were responding to 
complaints about loud music, 
said Carbondale Police Chief 
R. T. Finney, who defended 
his officers' actions. 
Gant, who is from Chicago, 
was hosting a block party 
with his neighbors about a 
half-mile from the SIU cam· 
pus when a group of officers 
arrived in their squad cars 
around I am. Sunday, said 
Paul Hardges, 21, of Chicago, 
who attended the party. , 
"At one point I was lying on my bed with my 
covers over my head trying to get away from 
the Mace and one of the officers jumped up 
on the bed and continued to spray me." 
Patrick Gant, 26-year-old elementary education major who 
was charged with aggravated banery and resisting arrest. 
. Bratton's identification card, 
Gant objected and reached for 
the card, according to both 
Gant and Finney. 
When the officer tried to 
arrest Gant. Gant retreated 
into his bedroom. where wit-
nesses say six or seven police 
officers ultimately subdued 
him with tear gas and physi-
cal force. 
"At one point I was lying on 
my bed with my covers over 
my head trying to get away 
from the Mace," Gant said. 
U And one of, the officers 
jumped up on the bed and 
continued to spray me." 
have to use other force. like 
Mace," he said. 
Witnesses said police also 
sprayed tear gas at several peo-
ple outside Gant's bedroom 
window, whom they say were 
ll)'ing to help Gant escape. 
Hardges said police overre-
acted because everyone at the 
party was black. 
Two officers knocked on 
Gant's door and asked one of . 
his ·roommatesj John Bratton, 
Finney said his officers acted 
properly. . 
"When a. verbal command 
doesn't work; you have to put 
your hands on them, and 
when that doesn't work. you 
'"It's not that they hate black 
people, but the way the police 
acted was racist," he said. 
Finney said racism played no 
part in the incident. "We treat 
all parties the same," he said. 
Police said Gant was arrested 
and charged with obstructing 
Justice, resisting a police offi-
cer and two counts of aggra-
vated banery. He was 
",leased on $500 bond. 
. to tum down the music, 
police and Bratton soJd. 
But when police took 
s 
Blackstone 
Continued from Front Page 
square feet for the smallest 
units and up to a full floor or 
11,200 square feet for the 
largest." The last plans witt 
depend on the final pricing 
from the contractor. "So far, 
the pricing is going to be in 
the range of 500 to 600 dol· 
lars per square foot," 
Kinney added. 
According to Kristen 
Cabanban, a spokesperson 
with the Chicago Department 
of Buildings, the building has 
undergone complete asbestos 
removal but there are still 
code violations that exist on 
the property. 
During the renovation of 
the new units, all the gue-
strooms will be turned into 
condominiums, explained 
Dunson. "Two of the rooms 
are staying intact. One of 
them is the lobby and the 
other is the ballroom. It is 
kind of sad to see the old 
dinosaurs leaving," he said. 
"I think of all the movies that 
were made in the hotel, it has 
a lot of sentimental value." 
'<I am open to changes in 
the hotel," said liquidation 
shopper Naomi Nelson, 
who works in the downtown 
area. "A lot of the business-
es are going away and they 
need to bring the people 
back to the city, so if the 
condos is what brings them 
back, so be it. , am sure that 
the history of the hotel will 
be missed." 
"It is kind of sad looking 
around. Visually the liqui-
dation signs on the hotel 
look so tacky right on 
Michigan Avenue, which 
has this great persona," said 
shopper Mark Doucette, an 
economist with the U.S. 
Department of Labor. 
'Doucette thought that it 
was a good idea to twn the 
rooms of the hotel into luxu-
ry condominiums. " I think it 
is better to adopt the proper-
ty than leave it vacant. If 
that's what the market is sup-
porting, I don't have a prob-
lem with it because it is safe 
to live in the city now and it 
will be good for the people." 
Doucette explained. 
Maria Marcheva and 
Rhonda Bowers, both from 
Columbia's MIS department 
had come to check out the 
sale like many others. " I 
think that it is pretty sad that 
they had to close the hotel 
down, it has been a part of 
history," Bowers said. 
She thought it would have 
been great if more items on 
sale had the Blackstone logo 
on them. "It is an old hotel, it is 
something unique," Marcheva 
said. "History has to survive." 
The hotel-a historic land-
mark, was known as the 
"Hotel of Presidents." Over 
the years it has hosted 
almost every U.S. president, 
a total of26, with the excep-
tion of Lyndon Johnson and 
Gerald Ford. 
It was also famous for the 
"smoke-filled room," where 
admist cigar smoke Senator 
Warren G Harding was 
influenced to be the 
Republican Party nominee 
for the 1920 presidential 
election. 
The Blackstone carries the 
fee l of great historical 
events that have taken place 
within its walls. In the past 
it was used for numerous 
settings for well-known 
movies such as "The Babe" 
starring John Goodman, 
"The Untouchables" with 
Kevin Costner, "The Color 
of Money" starring Paul 
Newman and others. 
Cops nab more 
Purdue students 
for basketball riots 
WEST LAFAYETTE,lnd. 
(AP)-City and campus 
police officers on Friday 
arrested twelve Purdue 
University students on a 
variety of charges in con-
nection with the distur-
bance that followed 
Purdue's loss in the NCAA 
women's tournament. 
University officials said 
arrest warrants have also 
been issued for two other 
people. Police previously 
arrested five students and 
two non-students for their 
alleged roles in the April 1 
disturbance. 
Officials estimate the 
unruly crowds that roamed 
the campus area after 
Purdue lost to Notre Dame 
in the women's basketball 
championship game caused 
about $75,000 in damage, 
mostly to vehicles and 
buildings. 
The charges against the 
students arrested Friday are 
mostly misdemeanor counts 
of criminal mischief and 
rioting. One student faces a 
felony charge of theft. the 
university said. . 
Purdue has already 
expelled six students and 
suspended two for the~ actions 
during the melee, university 
spokeswoman Jeanne 
Norberg said. Ten other 
students have been called 
in for disciplinary hearings. 
Stephen Akers, Purdue's 
executive associate dean of 
students, said the 10 pend-
ing cases should be com-
pleted within the next week 
and more might follow after 
some preliminary investiga-
t ions are concluded. 
Purdue police Capt. Steven 
Dietrich said investigators 
have identified 56 people 
from videotapes of the dis-
turbance. 
He said of the 158 images 
the department posted on its 
web site, only five remain 
unidentified. 
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Hokin Gallery - 623 S. Wabash Ave 
Reception: 
May j 0, 5-8 p.m. 
April 30, 2001 
Fiction Writing Department 
Looking 
for a class? 
Think 
Fiction 
Writing! 
Are you interested in writing? 
Are you creative? 
Do you have stories to tell? 
See your department advisor or 
visit the Fiction Writing Department 
during Early Registration for Fall 2001 
Tuesday, May 1 through Friday, May 11,2001. 
And for Summer 200 I-Monday, Apri123 
through Thursday, Apri126 
Call for your Early Registration appointment now! 
312-344-7611 
Classes available in 
.:. Short Stories 
.:. Novels 
.:. Creative Nonfiction 
.:. Script Forms 
Story Workshop® and other Fiction Writing Department 
courses wi ll improve reading, writing, 
speaking, listening, visualizing, and 
creative problem-solving skills 
useful for every college major and the job market. 
Fiction Writing Department 
1 t h Floor, 624 S. Michigan Avenue 
April 30, 2001 
GO ORIENTED 
Now Offering 
Bachelor 0/ Science 
Degree in 
Grapbic Design 
Call 800-225-1520 
CY\ TIIIA M. . All Conferenl'e 
Goal Keeper, Graphic Arts Student, 
and Coll ege Newspaper Photographer. 
' / reali}' etlJoy partiClpatitlg 
ill student activities, 
my illS/rue/ors go 0111 of 
Iheir u~y 10 help atld I'm 
earnitlg my degree quickly. ' 
COMPUTER STUDI ES 
BUSINESS ADMIN ISTRATlO~ 
HEALTH STUDIES 
ART & DESIGN 
Il'l/Ju ~ rmcil.edu 
312-939-5633 
226 South Wabash Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60605 
10% Discount with A valid college ID 
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10% DISCOUNT TO 
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Chicago, IL 60605 
312-939-5685 
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COMMENTARY 
Columbia College's legacy 
C olumbia last week lost a litt le bit of itself. but it's not any weaker for that. In fac t, thanks to a grandfa-
therly looking gentleman by the name of 
Mirron Alcxandron: who passed away 
April 20lh at the age of 78. Columbia is a 
leade r in its class . 
Akxandro lT was the pres ident of 
Columbia from J 963 to 1992. but he was 
mono' than that. He was the college's 
"rounding father:' il s biggest advoca te and 
its 1110St enthusiastic architect- but 111os1 
or all. he was a vis ionarv. 
He nurt un:d Colull1bi~ al an opportune 
time. the 19605. It was an era when re-
evaluation and change became the norm. 
He took a Ji ltl e storefront of a college in 
Ri ve r North. one in which the ent ire stu -
dent body could lit in a freight elevator, 
and culti vatcd it into an educational oppor· 
tunity- for not only Ch icagoans. but now 
for students across the globe. 
He broke down all traditional barriers 
when it came to upper education and 
rewrote the ru les so that those who never 
had a chance to go to coll ege- both aca-
demica lly and fi nancia lly-could attain a 
dip loma. There was no other school out-
side Columbia that did that. 
In addi tion to being an educator. he was 
a humani tarian, and that's a trai t he 
brought back 10 thc classroom. He 
marched with Dr. King, was an advocate of 
the labor movement and he was a propo-
nent of breaking down the obstacles that 
prevented minorit ies from reaching the 
same dreams as white Americans. 
He was a lover of Chicago and ne ver 
missed an opening day game at Comiskey 
Park, except when serving in World War II. 
He appreciated the arts and more so those 
people who worked in them. Often he 
would drag them to the halls of Columbia 
and point them toward a classroom. 
Unfortunately, most of the students in the 
halls today wouldn't recognize AlexandrofT 
if his ghost was to walk past them. But. he 
wasn't in it for the recognition. Instead, he 
would be proud that those students chose 
the opportunity that he helped culti vate. 
How to make Metra really fly 
Since Columbia is primarily a commuter 
college, most students travel a by car, el or 
Metra to get there. The Metra. unlike the 
e TA, doesn't grant students a discount . 
While the CTA and Columbia have agreed 
to include the U-Pass in all full-time stu-
dents tuition fo r $70 a semeste r, students 
who ride the Metra can pay as much as 
SI25 for one monthly pass. 
The Metra docs otTer di scount fares to 
"full time students enro ll ed in an accredited 
grade or high school." as stated in their stu-
dent fare policy. 
Those students save approximate ly 50 
percent ofT nonnal fares. 
Exposure 
Metra should act like the CTA and give 
co llege students a di scounted fare. 
College is extremely expensive, and for 
some, the most financ ially and menta lly 
stressful time of the ir li fe. 
Metra is a convenient, quick a lternative to 
driving fo r most. but some swdents don't 
embrace its benefi ts because they arc upset 
about the cost ly train fares. 
These students. instead, choose to take to 
the highways. which can lead to sloppy 
driving, tardiness, and pollu tion. 
In fact. gas prices have "soared 15 pe rcent 
in the last month." according to an article in 
the April 25 iss LJe of the New York Times. 
Lake Shore Orlve and 31st Street 
The article continues to say that most 
American gaso line refineries are operating 
at full capac ity, so the supplies will not be 
going up anytime soon, and prices will 
probably be high throughout the summer. 
That, combined with the high price of 
parki ng in the city (anywhere from 
$8-$ 14), is an even bigger fi nancia l burden 
on students than Metra. 
However, most students fail to recognize 
that fact, because they have a hard time 
keeping up with Metra's schedule. 
Melra should, therefore, embrace college 
See Metra, page 11 
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Letters to 
the Editor 
Columbia parking? 
This message is to all of you 
who drive to school, or would 
drive if Columbia had its own 
garage. As a group of students, we 
need to make the powers that be of 
thi s school aware that we need a 
private park ing facili ty for students 
and faculty. 
All of the students who commute 
were happy when the U-Pass went 
into effect, something like thi s 
would greatly please those of us 
who drive. Plus, this would be an 
excellent marketing tool fo r the 
school to lure prospective students, 
see ing that our school has a private 
parki ng fac ility. It would also 
make people fee l safer. 
ffyou fee l that Columbia 
College should have its own park-
ing fac ility, email us at: 
columbiaJarking@hotmail.com 
It Is a grand ole flag 
I have just had the di spleasure of 
reading your paper's editorial 
regard ing the flag in Mississ ippi . 
I knew immediate ly that I could 
not take your view seriously when 
I fin ished the first paragraph. That 
may be funny up north, but it can 
certainly be seen as bigoted and 
ste reotypical toward the South. 
There is no insecuri ty in the 
effort to hold onto the flag. It is 
simply a determination to be 
allowed to hold on to the things 
that we hold dear, a continued 
effort to remember our past. But 
more importantly, it is an effort to 
keep people from outside 
Mississ ippi and the South from 
telli ng us what to do. to change 
things because they don 't like it. 
You mention at the very end of the 
article that Miss issippi had the 
chance to do the right thing, and 
didn 't. The right thing according 
to who, you and your college. 
Thanks but no thanks. The majori-
ty of Mississippians, including a 
large number of blacks. have cho-
sen to do what they fee l was the 
right thing and not what you or 
anyone else wanted them to do. To 
do. by the way, in the face of 
threatened boycotts and so forth. If 
an outsider came in and told you to 
change your campus because they 
felt it was the right thing to do, and 
you didn ·L .. you wouldn·t. 
How is it that the Confederate 
flag became the symbol of white 
supremacy after Manassas? I think 
the hate groups co-opted the U.S. 
and CS flags as flags of hate in the 
early to mid 1900s. Funny that no 
one call s for thc U.S. flag to come 
down. and funny how the North 
has a larger numhcr of hate groups 
than the South. Interesting. 
When students and the general 
public arc allowed to learn the truth 
about the "War Between the States" 
and leam to apprec iate Southerners 
for their views when it comes to 
thcir heri tl.lge. then wc' lI all gl!t 
along. Until then, li beral papers and 
views like yours, which I fi nd big-
otcd and racist (I know. you think 
it 's not the smne, .. bllt it is), then 
the.:re wi ll never be understanding 
and SOlilhemcrs in Mississippi and 
elsewhere.:, proud o f their history, 
he.:r itage and unccstry, wi ll huve to 
Shlild lip nnd defcnd it. Three 
cheers lor Miss issippi and her flng 
and the.: right o f the I>cople to vote! 
C hnrll's Lauret 
G rund Prairie. LA 
April 30, 2001 Commentary 
Another free 
market success 
By Michael Richards 
Daily Illini 
(V-WIRE) CHAMPAIGN, III. 
Electricity deregulation has proved once 
again that the free market isn't. Gregg 
Easterbrook of The New Republic says, 
"When California deregulated ... (it was) 
replacing a closed, structured system with 
something approaching the Wild West." 
Deregulation in California has turned out 
to be a barely mitigated disaster. While an 
average consumer in Los Angeles was pay-
ing around $50 a month for municipal elec-
tricity last August, San Diego Gas & 
Electric charged an average of$138.50, 
according 10 The Nation. 
Energy that in 1998 was 430 a 
megawatt-hour rose to $600, or on some 
days $1,500, a megawatt-hour; however, 
consumer rates are frozen until next year, so 
there has been no decline in demand. 
Tribune Media SeMces The bill Republican Gov. Pete Wilson 
signed, and the utilities allegedly wrote, 
forced the utilities to sell their generating 
plants to increase competition. They were 
snapped up by companies like Texas-based 
Dynegy (Illinois Power's parent company). 
The companies were then supposed to buy 
power on two power markets, the Cal ifornia 
Power Exchange and the Independent 
Systems Operator. 
Supreme Court prepares 
assault on 4thammendment 
JUS! how tree a deregulated marl<et is can be 
demonstrated by the tree marl<ct activities of the 
out-of-state suppliers who bought California's 
power plants. Commonwealth Edison in 
Chicago has shown its dedication to the free 
market it pressured the legislature to create, 
by asking the Illinois Commerce Commission 
to pass on to ratepayers the $480 million tab 
for closing the Zion Nuclear Power Station. 
Nevertheless, the Bush administration 's solu-
tion to "free" market problems has been more 
10 suggest more tree marl<eteering. Bush fum 
suggested the state should solve its energy 
problems on its own, and then blamed federal 
anti-pollution laws and the state's tough anti-
smog laws. It is increased plant efficiency and 
conservation efforts that saved California from 
a forecast power crisis in the early 1990s. With 
more Dubya logic, imtead of advocating more 
conservation effOl1s, Energy Secretary Spencer 
Abraham reiterated the pressing need to drill for 
oil on the fragi le Alaskan tundra 
Cali fornia provides a cautionary tale for 
Illinois as it nears the full effects of lliinois' 
1997 deregulation law. Dynegy. the company 
that was accused of price-fixing in California. 
is the parent company of Illinois Power-
who had to drop rates 20 percent for deregula-
tion because Central JIIinois' power rates were 
among the highest in the Midwest 
Illinois has a non-profit consumer watch-
dog agency, the CUB, that serves an advi-
sory role to the state in policing electric and 
telephone and gas utilities. Fortunately, 
however, Illinois' deregulation bill is less 
likely to bum consumers, thanks to provi-
sions insisted upon by the Citizens' Utility 
Board that, ah, what's the word ... regulate 
utilities' behavior. Not ing when other states 
have deregulated, "competition has been 
slow to emerge," CUB made sure Illinois' 
law is more structured because market prices 
often go up. Illinois has the strongest con-
sumer protections and rate reductions in its 
law. Utilities can only increase rates in the 
new system if the ICC allows it., and the CUB 
can challenge any rate increase proposal. 
Staff Editorial 
The Lantern (Ohio State U.) 
(U-WIRE) COLUMBUS, Ohio - The 
Supreme Court is chipping away at basic 
constitutional rights again. This time it is 
an assault on the Fourth Amendment. 
"The right of the people to be secure in 
their persons, houses, papers, and effects, 
against unreasonable searches and 
seizures, shall not be violated, and no 
Warrants shall issue, but upon probable 
cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, 
and particularly describing the place to 
be searched, and the persons or things to 
be seized." 
Gail Atwater, a Texas woman, was driv-
ing her two kids. A police officer stopped 
the truck she was dri ving, because the 
officer noticed that none of the three were 
wearing seat belts. Atwater was hand-
cuffed and taken to the police station. 
Atwater pled no contest to the offense and 
paid the $50 fine. She and her husband 
sued, claiming that the arrest violated her 
Fourth Amendment rights. 
Metra 
Continued from Previous Page 
students with a discounted fare. 
Even a minor discount would bring more 
students out of their cars and onto the train . 
Tom Miller, a media relations officer at 
Metra, said "When you are college-aged, 
you are considered an adult. [When] free 
public education ends so ~oes the rest of 
the gravy train," which in this case is the 
Metra, or as they like to say 
"The way to really ny." 
What Metra fails to realize is that, 
The Columbia Chronicle Photo Poll 
Question: What do you want to be buried in? 
Eric Panowko 
F~ 
Nadia Garcia 
Freshman/Advertising 
Yonn Ash 
SeniorlTheater 
Tuesday, the Court barred Atwater from 
suing. The decision was a 5-4 split. "The 
arrest and booking were inconvenient to 
Atwater," Justice David Souter. "But not 
SO extraordinary as to violate the Fourth 
Amendment." 
Being hauled away in handcuffs for not 
having a seat belt on is perfectly reason-
able. Obviously many a desperate crimi-
nal violates mandatory "buckle-up" laws 
during commiss ion of felonies - so 
often that police definitely have probable 
cause to arrest these violators. 
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor, writing 
for the minority opinion, said that for the 
majority of the court to conclude that 
Atwater's arrest served no purpose and 
yet say that it passed consti tutional tests 
is inconsistent. It is a violation of the 
guarantee of the Fourth Amendment. 
All you students out there ... watch out. 
With a full legal precedent from the 
Supreme Court, the next time you get a 
traffic ticket, you may find yourself at 
the mercy of the Student Code of 
Conduct. 
while most students may be adult, by 
age, they are not adults in the bank. 
Most students have a difficult time mak-
ing ends meet, some even have to take a 
job, or two, which is almost always detri-
mental to their GPA. 
Metra should give credit where credit 
is due. They would not only be sav ing 
students money, but they wou ld also be 
saving fossil fuels that would not burned 
by students speeding to class. 
Kynse Agles 
Junior/Fashion Design 
"Nothing If I was born naked I'll 
die naked: . 
-A leather cat woman outfit. " -A silver beaded rayon thong." "Silk pajamas." 
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HE'D JUMPED INTO AN UNPRESSED EVENING SUIT, BICKERING TO THE NURSES AT THE HOSPITAl.. ABOllT THE 
FORMALITIES OF ATTENDING SUCH A FUNCTION. THEN HE ASKED TO BE ALONE. HE SLAPPED ON SOME COLOGNE, 
CHECKING HIMSELF IN THE MIRROR OF A PATIENT'S CUBICLE. HIS CHEEKS, THOUGH THINNED WITH AGE, WERE 
PINK. HE DETECTED SHREWDNESS IN THE PALE HUE OF HIS BLUE EY:ES. SECRETLY, HE WAS DELIGHTED TO HAVE 
BEEN INVITED TO DINE WITH MEMBERS OF THE INTERNATIONAL ROTARY CUJB. 
T he dining quarlers in the pink castle had been swept and polished until . everything twinkled. The table had 
already been set by the time Dr. Jekobsens 
arrived. He'd jumped inro an unpressed evening 
suit, bickering to the nurses at the hospital 
about the formalities of attending such a func-
tion. Then he asked to be alone. He slapped 
on some cologne. checking himself in me mir-
ror of a patient's cubicle. His cheeks, though 
thinned with age, were pink. He delected 
shrewdness in the pale hue of his blue eyes. 
Secretly, he was delighted to have been invited 
to dine with members of the International 
Rotary Club. 
The doclOr himself was not a Rotarian. In 
fact. he was not in the least bit aware of what it 
meant 10 be one. He was satisfied knowing that 
a crew of them had come to his town of birth, 
to his country, to Latvia. Except fo r the foreman 
of the Danish underwear factory in town, the 
doclOr hadn't seen a foreigner in years. These 
Rotarians were going to build a new hospital 
here. It was stirring up the whole district to have 
Germans, Americans, even Australians and New 
Zealanders living and working in town. The 
news was making all the papers. Jekobsens 
beamed when he saw himself at the post office, 
the kiosks, looking wise and hospitable next to 
the foreigners, in black and white, on all of the 
from pages. 
"Hey-Hey! h's Dr.J!" Dr. Jekobsens recog-
ni7:ed one of the Americans, puffy-eyed, white-
haired Ollie, who waved him O\'er to the dinner 
table. "Glad you could come." The men 
exchanged handshakes. Then Jekobsens seated 
himself lithely between strangers. The very best 
goblets had been laid out, along with cloth nap-
kins and glass salad dishes. Jekobsens watched as 
Ollie filled the doctor's goblet with red wine. 
"Thank-you," the doctor nodded, gratefully. 
Then. since his grasp of the English language 
was quite limited. he turned his anention to a 
conversation that was happening to his right, in 
German. 
"Marvelous salad." 
" I was told we're having schnit7.el." 
The doctor downed half of his wine in one 
LIFE: 
Requires limited negligible misWlderstandings, 
the inability to direct anything of worth. 
N~cessitates intelligent clarifications, compatibil-
it), with any lacking purpose. Limited under-
standing that the universe is extraneous in sin-
gle-player. Hope, pride, consequence, prejudice, 
aspiration, worth; all are recommended for 
Multi-player, not required. Withom reserve sin-
gle-player runs lackadaisically into inanimate life. 
SETTING: 
A chair 10 be pulled to the refrigeralOr. Find 
nothing, stare at empt)' shelves that in\'ite poten-
tial food. Left over chicken, milk, cheese. All are 
recommended but not required. Potential space 
combinations can hold anything - if nothing 
occupies refrigeralOr space, that's the simple 
problem. Acquiring \vithin jacket, several dollar 
bills may be difficult but attainable. Required for 
purchases w fill prc\; ously mentioned space. 
CONTROLS: 
You haven't been outside the house in days, 
draped about the small padded chair and staring 
out nearby window. The flurry of fla kes resem-
bles a shortened storm of white. Focus hard 
enough and you can see the individual shapes as 
they descend towards Ihe ground. 
INSTALLATION: 
Pull on jacket and place winter hat on single-
player head. The temperatures will automatically 
be below the point of frcezing. Restart your 
o perating systcm's 'moments of rime' and begin 
to forget who and what you are. Lack of sleep 
endured will now warp the previously installed 
system of your mind. Extent of malnutrition will 
The Rotarian 
By Melissa Pavlik 
gulp. "I think you'll fmd the pork here quite 
tolerable," he said, edging into the conversation. 
"Mama raises pigs just down the way. Come to 
think of it," he pulled at a wrinkle in his sleeve, 
"they've probably went and fried one of her 
own, on account of tonight 'S ceremonies." 
"Oh my!" The German gentlemen promptly 
excused themselves to locate the restroom. 
Jekobsens, his cup dry, flashed inquisitive 
glances across the table, in search of the wine. 
"Would you prefer red to white?" Jekobsens 
turned to see the gentleman who'd been sitting 
on his other side. Like the doctor, this man was 
dressed smartly. The color on his jacket and 
trousers was so dark, a penetrating black. The 
texrure was something shiny, perhaps a foreign 
breed of silk. It put the stranger in a glowing, 
violet light. This gentleman, who was holding a 
bottle of wine in each hand, addressed the doc-
tor in Latvian. ''Terrible decision lO have to 
make, I know." There was a.slight Wt in his 
speech, and he dropped his case endings. One 
of those Austra1ian-Lats, or maybe a Latvian 
American, thought the doctor. 
"I was drinking red," Jekobsens replied, upon 
which, the foreigner lifted the goblet to the bot-
tle and poured gC2ciously. 
" How are you enjoying yourself here?" The 
doctor inquired, after sipping. He thought it 
polite to ask. The foreigner seemed posed in 
thought "Quite a bit colder than what you're 
used to, I suppose. And the conditions, surely 
tht:y must be difficult, considering where you 
come from." 
The foreigner smiled a crooked smile. 
"Posiiively." 
"So you're a Rotarian, then?" 
"You could say that." It W2S obvious to 
Jekobsens that this man had some difficulty 
with the language. Such short answers, perhaps 
memorized, out of a phrase book.. It seems, he 
thought, that this man has no Latvian roots at 
all. Jekobsens found himself nodding impa-
tiently, and, noting that the salads had not even 
been dished out yet, reached habirually for the 
cigarettes in his pocket. 
"Perhaps you would like to try one of mine." 
The Rotarian reached inside his suit jacket, then 
thrust forward a remarkably unique cigarette 
case. It was silver-plated, and had an inscription 
in the center written in a language Jekobsens 
was not familiar with. When the case flipped 
open, the doctor was presented with a vintage 
collection. Some of the cigarettes he recog-
nized: German brands, French-rolled, some-
thing he knew he'd smoked in Riga once, on his 
wedding day. Others, he had never seen before 
in his life, but he knew that one could not pur-
chase them in the shops anywhere in this dis-
trict. Mouth watering, Jekobsens selected an 
especially long cigarette, which had been rolled 
in a rye-colored paper. 
"For you?" H e took the pack of nq n-ftltered 
Jurmalas he'd picked up at the kiosk down the 
road and offered one to the Rotarian. 
''I'm trying to cut back." The Rotarian 
stretched forward a matching silver lighter and 
ignited Jekobsens' cigarette. "Terrible habit. 
Isn't it, doctor?" 
"Why, yt:s." Jekobsens sruttered. He hadn't 
introduced himself yet, but true, he was the 
head doctOr in tOwn. If these Rotarians were 
building a new hospital, it was appropriate they 
knew something about him. 
"Especially dangerous to smoke around your 
patients. Don't you agree,Jekobsens?" The doc-
tor gasped, right in the middle of an inhalation. 
It looked like he wanted to say something, but he 
was overtaken by a sudden fit of coughing. 
By this time the Germans on the other side of 
him had returned. One of them tried to give 
the doctor a congenial p2t on the back, .but it 
was to no avail. "Excuse us," the Rotarian with 
the cigarette case 2ddressed the fellows in 
German. Then, pulling the hacking doctor up 
from his chair, he said, "We'll take a bit of fresh 
air before dinner." 
Out on the veranda overlooking the dining 
quarters, the doctor fOWld himself pushed up 
against a huge pink pillar. The Rotarian had 
him by the collar and was staring dirt:ctly inw 
his watering eyes. "Don't you have somewhere 
else to be tonight, doctor? For example, next to 
that postm2n who's broken his leg he's still in 
the waiting room, le2ning on the wall because 
you're too stingy to stick a chair in there. Or 
Untitled 
By Matt Herzberg 
have weakened your body making windt:d 
moments an Wlpleasant disorientation. 
While standing in the snow, tight cigarette. 
The smoke washes over your operating system 
like a venomous cleanser. After the nicotine has 
taken its effect on system begin wallUng through 
the snow. Start down a barren path that stretch-
es on intO the nothingness of night. 
Multi-player Connectivity: 
Access ahead a walking ftgure, a stranger cov-
ered in the clothes of winter. Walking towards 
single-player between paths of snow, a huddled 
mass of covered clothes. Close distance 
between each other and soon arrive into the 
path. The biting cold of the wind makes it more 
difficult for eyes to rise to recognition. 
The stranger stops. Simply standing in front of 
your path, the only thing that he will bear to say: 
''\\i'hoa now that's fucking weird." 
He's a blackened mass, a shivering mess. 
Access own disorientation with lack of reason, 
search for reference of ingested forcign sub-
stances. Discovcr tharoperating system is a 
strewn mess without proper addiction. 
Aftcr, realize that the stranger has been stand-
ing in your path for tOO long in the cold. The 
stranger will then step to the side and allow you 
to walk past. Continue on towards illuminated 
signs that shine like yellow impaled Christmas 
trees. Those buildings stand before you as simple 
strucrures of destination, a store, an offtce, a 
store. Few are recommended, none required. 
The double glass doors will open regretfully 
under your weight. The storm of snowflakes 
shO\Vering in all around you as if the life of the 
storm had definition and purpose. 
Troubleshooting (single-player): 
'1 rtumhk gWr rro'<ltt frrt l"m the roq/uw ql the 
(mU ilr hrq",,,g-ladltd N t r IiIId wjth cqttdiu tUtd 
nqot rre"tiqI mrntialr " 
Use the dollar amount, which had been 
acquired earlier. Once set amount is certain, only 
purchase items that fill the following require-
ments: hunger, thirst, addiction, and amusement. 
If! Wand" ibm rbr/wr a"d trampar<nt (OfJ/td w_ 
nr!f /qakir;.g Il1r a"lfJl; dir,guirrd fUrl Cbqro/4fc milk ? 
liter rola boy qf fuirr Mjff Parlmf rwtmrqI but/a; 
raW got pqck 1// rna/thaI cigpntltf l10t hay ql adr 
l10t box lighu" 
All of these items fulfill the eartier basic 
requirements. However be wary of how best to 
apply them in order to not waste any amount of 
quality. You may wish to simply dispense them 
separately amongst your operating system for 
best possible results. 
'(4! the agirtrr. Q thm hundred My"d WQtM" 
g!wq;r rorner up and f@r We au l1y! ~I h,«r'" 
Simply begin shoving your pockets full of the 
previously named supplies, not necessarily in the 
o rder they were previously lis ted. Full distribution 
in the available pockets should allow only a slight 
compromise in mobilit),. 
what about Inga, who just this morning had a 
terrible fall from the fourth floor of the school 
and can't remember anything. You stuck her 
in a bed together with a pensioner. She's 
screaming now; she's calling for you. And 
Kaspars, who was beaten by the police to 
such an extent that his mother had trouble 
recognizing her son's face. So you drop him 
in an unheated corner of the kitchen where 
the serving door swings open and blows 
snow on his bloodied face, precisely on the 
half hour." 
The Rotarian's grammar was perfect, now. 
There was not the slightest hint of accent. 
"Perhaps it's a relief to them, that you've decid-
ed to wine here tonight and stuff your face at 
the expense of these humanitarians." The doc-
tor was choking obviously, now. His cheeks had 
turned a violent purple, and his damp eyes and 
protruding lips twisted into spasms. H e could 
no longer cough. H t: was unable to make any 
sound at all, except for the brief slapping that 
came when he succeeded in parting his lips, 
but could not seem to suck in any air. 
"Don't think for 2 moment that they're 
building a hospital for you. They're building a 
hospital all right, but you'll never work there." 
The Rotarian released his grasp on the doc-
tor's collar, and the doctor le t out a wheeze 
that carried him three feet off the ground. 
"That's right," the Rotarian said, in response 
to the doctor's sputtering. "Get back to where 
you belong." The violt:t-coated foreigner 
stayed on the veranda just long enough to 
watch the doctor's image dissipate into the 
darkening night sky. A pack of cheap ciga-
rettes plopped OntO the porch from the doc-
tor's pocket, just before he disappeared. The 
Rotarian scooped up the pack and tucked it 
into the back pocket of his trousers. 
Inside the dining hall, the meal was being 
served. The Germans talked quietly and nib-
bled at fllets of fried pork . The Rotarian 
found a place among them. He turned to the 
closest German, observing the empty wine 
glass between them. "Would you prefer red to 
white?" The Rotarian asked, while the German 
chewed on a slice of boiled potato. 
Multi-player Connectivity 2.0: 
Walking steadily home you'll see a stranger 
ascending in the opposite direction. The same 
as before, see the stranger as a huddled shiver-
ing pedestrian. As you get closer the path cov-
ered by snow becomes thinner. Soon stop as 
there isn't enough room to cross. The stranger 
should wait, still Staring at you. Gaze unaffec-
tionately to the form of the second person to 
grace your path. Or it might be the ftrst, now 
returning. The coincidence should soon be 
Wlscttling. Back away and say "Whoa now that's 
fucking weird" to let the figure pass. 
Additional Support Services: 
There's a lounge in the building where }OU 1M::. Irs 
an enclosed gbss hollO\V with big windcrM. The chairs 
aren't comfortable and sitting for the expanse of a 
long moment can prove to be painful in a lazy kind of 
\Vay. When entering the lounge walk to.vanls the 
biggest window. Notice a 6gure Standing in the place 
you want to ocwpy. 
Grab a chair and pull it closer to where he's stand-
ing. Ask "Nice night ell?" 
" It's been me same the las! fC\V nights," he'll answer 
in a hushed tone. His fcarutcs ne ... t:r leaving his origi-
nal statue-like posicion. 
You'll sar ''Yah, every time I go to bed it's snowing. 
and t'\"cr)' timc 1 wake up it's snowing" 
'1 know what that feels like," he will respond. 
''Fuckin' A right," you'll add Then say: "Late!)' I\"t: 
been going to sleep before the light, and then I wake 
just after the light I'm starting to think mat all th~ 
wodd i~ just a mass of snow co ... -cred, ovcn:ast night." 
The figure will reach an arm to his shoulder and 
scratch it three times. ''You may be more right than 
you knO\V." 
FICTION SU PPlEMENT.-
Awake 
By Thomas D. Jackson 
You CJllcrc:d my mind 
mlo the dark desolation 
wd orcluds frozen dead in bloom. 
You enh~red my soW 
shadows in the dark 
and II. cold ghost moon. 
You enu~red my hor! 
into dreams forgo nen 
and passions awry ... 
You were a shooting sur 
which . puked in the heavens 
Ixfore falling to the sn; 
you were II. flash of lightening 
whKh split lIu: swnmcr Storm douds.. 
You gave me reason 
and filled my spttCh 
with snmc:ring rhyme. 
in your presence i wu wumed 
and dcfensdess 10 )'0Ul beauty. 
Awake 
allow me one more glance 
and a chance 10 be lost once more 
in your shimmc:ring gau ... 
Awake 
shake away eternal frOSt fro m your 
hill 
my pre tty child my swut onc 
Awah 
'allow m e 10(1 resur rection 
10 £«1 the r2plurc of your lovc 
dh·inc ... 
Awake 
and aIlO\\l me one last broth 
10 say ,hal I love youl! 
·,fl l ,,', ., ') .; 
REM 
By Chad J. Pearson 
T he land undulares, 
A McDonald's by the: sea, 
Ostriches in the drive-theu, 
Snorting milkshakc:s. 
G ulls float around inside, 
N esting in the booths, 
Beside layers o f french frie s. 
A child is playing with toy cars, 
Circling round :lOd round. 
r.. lustard covering his f3.cc:: . 
A bluc:: thunderbolt 
Crashes into thc:: sand, 
Bc::coming petrified, 
Rock solid Stance. 
,', 
The skies roll images o f worlds, 
And unknown cities merge and 
mingle. 
From the Se2 rise whire beings. 
Leaving rro footprints in the 
=<1, 
Ther swum o n the rooftop. 
Fountains o f Pepsi squirting 
To the heights. 
There is 3. deep murmwing. 
Incessantly droning. 
And the SUD folds to green cm 4 
moods, 
Glinering dmly. 
Found out 
By Sean Slive 
I did it slowed down love to be 
viewed through a microscope, funny 
things travel when gravity 
is so defini te, between planets 
are sped 
graves retro 
white Stripes 
of physical law 
unrestricted by logic, 
given to meaning 
where you ride 
on candles or techno-gadgets 
the speed of whatever 
wood 
or Her 
rug we settled on 
Instead of fastest 
why not you 
or I: 
freaks under the sound barrier 
still crashing 
COLUMBIA CH RONlCLE 15. 
Dear &ader, 
~l7hen 1 first entertained the idea oj Pllttillg together an illserl of 
student work, 1 was collcert/ed that the IIl1mber of submlssiolls 
might be too few. 1 wanted a projessiollal-Iookilig p"blicalioll Ibal 
would reflect the lalml alld capacity oj Ihe sllldml botfy wbile for-
wardillg the excellml lilerary rep"lalioll Ihat IS Colllmbia's. 
Milch to I'fJY thankful sllrp,ise, Illy expectaliollS Jvere 1101 0 11& IIlet, 
they were 'exceeded. 
The sheer IIl1mber oj submissiolls that Jve received forced liS 10 
IIlOve the deadline back,jllst so we'd have lillle 10 read tbelll all 111 
addilioll,· becallse oj space colIStraillls, airy sllbmissioll that does 
not appear ill Ihls prilll edilioll will be 011 the Chromde's Website 
al JVUIUI. ccchronicle. com. I alll very pleased thai I had this opportll-
nity, alld I wOllld like to thallk each alld every olle oj YOII for YOllr 
attenlion. After all, Ihat's Jvhat a Jvriler wanls more than aJry-
thing. 
It gives me great j'!Y to preselll YOII wilh the Colllmbia Chronicle 
Ficlioll S IIpplement, alld thallk YOII everyone for IIlakillg this job a 
whole lot easier than it cOllld have bem. Good reading. 
Christopher B. Watts 
Editor, Special Secliolls 
Tasting Morning 
By Chad J. Pearson 
She knows the way to make 
Her panties fly over the moon 4 milked trees, 
Sleek blue and rippling, 
Revealing form even in emptiness. 
Take your hand from between the legs, 
The body must breathe, 
With its ends like suckling star orbs, 
Sweet1y shining. 
She bends beneath drc clothesline, 
Multi-colored veils hidiqg the majesty, 
Split-second revelations, 
T he haunted smile, 
Shaded eyes seething with strength, 
And the lo ng legs, 
Tan from the softest touch o f sun. 
Earthworms writhe in my hands, 
But I watch, 
Remembering, 
Tasting as with chapped Lips, 
The slender pink finger with 
Specks of brown sUgar still hiding 
Underneath the long nails, 
A morning o f oatmeal and wonder, 
And the pausing, 
Savoring o f all the 
Tastes o f morning, 
The girl drifting amidst the sheets, 
And the long blo nde hair 
Rising in the air, 
Flowing, shining, 
Vanishing into the white. 
Twenty 
Years 
By Todd Folle tt 
Go to war with YOUrsdf 
hefon: they do it fo r you 
and thus frtt younelf to 
use your dreuns 
like 2. ch:ainsaw 
to shred the co ffin wp 
of Ibgs and c:ccds 
they 2.tt ilie:ldy burying you in. 
Heat Dry 
By Chad J . P earson 
Revive us with your pizzas, 
Carnality stretched to a 
Salivating sheen, 
And let loose the bubbling gardens. 
I will start speaking the lyrical diversion, 
And cease the clanging of the bo tdes, 
Forcing the .entrances, 
Mouths of hollowed ecstasy. 
There is only desperation 
When I see you 
Munching on doughnuts4 
Then is the impetus to rip open 
The bodice of dreams, 
And spin the moans 
Into terrific satiations, 
Howls fo r aU our homecomings. 
But if it is a smile you offer me, 
Then I will pause in the kitchen of songs, 
Basking in the gende warmth, 
As dishes after a good wash, 
With tiny drops o f wate r 
Still trickling down the sides, 
Like my heart, 
Los t in its ringlings, 
Reaching into the deepnesses 
For you, 
And feeling the touch, 
The h~ds mat brush me cle~ 
With driest fire. 
Afternoons always .. 
Haiku 
Untitled 
By Don Thompson 
Sun 
Meets Water 
Where J cannot see 
: :" ! "I"" ' " 
Leaves 
Fall from a tree 
Shedding its coat 
Masks hide What 
Shame owns 
Mountains 
Reaching up 
G reeting the sky 
Moonlight 
Reflects nothing 
T hat is hidden 
Untitled 
By Lee Kitzis 
They call C harlie Parke r 
" Bird" because: no thing 
stops no pause his 
notes meld together like 
heaven high it glides 
and transcends soars 
and ta.kes flight 
How o ften do you 
see a bird stOP 
2.I1d look where 
it's going? 
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r-r"1 he flIst glimpse that I c~er caught of 
my father was when I dIscovered 
him lying on the bottom of a dog-
cared shoebox. His photo was one of the 
last ones I pulled from the pile. He had 
been hiding beneath old shots of far-flung 
southern rdatives posing on the decks of 
their grand plantation houses, and gurgling 
babies in Easter dresses and shiny penny 
loafers. I pulled the photo out from beneath 
the shuffle and looked into my father's same 
brown eyes. He is in the middle, flanked by 
two of his friends. All of !hem hold bouJed 
beers in their hands. They look very 1970's, 
long hair, my dad with a mustache, and 
faded t-shirts. You could fed the casualness 
of that day. in someone's backyard some 
summer back then. 
My Aunt Sallie didn't have to point him 
out to me. He looks just like me. After 
twenty-two years I finally had a picture of 
the guy who created me, and our resem-
blance is absolute. I have the same fat 
face, the same high, chubby cheeks, the 
same dark brown eyes. I look just like him. 
I guess what is so unreal to me is that I had 
to wait all of these years to see these 
things, this resemblance, and, even then, it 
was just by pure chance that we happened 
to run across a faded picture in the bottom 
of a dusty box. I didn't come to see these 
similarities by coming face to fact: with my 
father, instead it was just a photo that 
aroused all of this wonder in me. This is 
him, 1 think. The man of all the stories, of 
all the myths, of all the abandonment and 
bitterness and marvel. This is, was, could 
still be, my father. Who knows? J sure as 
hell don't. 
I don't think that my mother even had a 
taste of what was to come the day that she 
fell in love with my father. She said she 
fell in love with him the moment he rode 
up on his Harley. That was it for her, that 
one second of arrival was all she needed to 
join him at the hip. She jumped on the 
back of his bike, and that was that, or so 
she tells me. Their love faded over time, as 
so much does, and eventually the on ly 
thing that managed to hold them togt:ther 
was my birth, and perhaps some spark of 
desire to have a normal family together. 
That too. vanished in an instant, and my 
mom and I soon learned how to face life 
both very much together and also oh, so 
alone. 
The outside was silent, muffled by the 
thick, wh ite landscape. Life, for the most 
pan. was still, at least for now, and proba-
bly only here, in this part of the snow-
drenched world. Close to a foot had 
already fa llen, and according to Julius 
Sanders, the too-tan weatherman, more 
was on its way. 
Libby lay in her reclining bed in her own 
blanket of stiff, starchy white, gazing out 
her long window, not really seeing anything 
at all but the thoughts that swam fitfully 
through her own head. 
Libby lay alone, in that room in a small 
corner o f St. Louis. Brt:n t, her husband 
merdy because of pregnancy, wasn't there. 
He was instead where he could usually be 
found: his ass plantt:d on a cracked, vinyl 
barsrool at the Geyer Inn tavern, only a 
few miles down tht: road. His thoughts 
wert: burit:d in beer and dope, as he went 
over in his head the distributing of the 
pounds of pot that sat in his basement in 
Valley Park. His long hair hung to his 
shoulders, his beard caught the ashes of 
the Marlboro he lit. Brent sat in the bar as 
he had done so ma ny nights and days 
before, and as he would fo r so many to 
come. 
Sweat was pooling on her forehead and 
chest, even down to the roots of her hair 
as Libby gripped the railings of her hospi-
tal bcd, cursing her goddamned husband 
and the family that wasn't there. The only 
people to hear her grunts and guttural yells 
were the nurses in white that gently tried to 
ask if there was anyone they could call to 
come be with her. Somehow it was appro-
priate that her daughter come into the 
Winter Solace 
world without having her father by her 
side. She would never even know him as a 
father, ever, and would probably come to 
have a hard time labeling rum as the father 
he was supposed to have been to ht:r. Let 
him stay in the bar, Libby thought as her 
daughter came hurling into the world. Let 
him feci the guilt and the remorse that he'll 
never be able to make up for, not that he 
would ever try. And there, in that isolated 
hospital, in that very alone moment, Libby 
gave birth co Beth. 
Beth 's actions mirrored the peaceful win-
ter outside. She didn't cry a note, but 
instead solemnly clenched her fists and 
hugged herself with her wrinkled, splotchy 
arms. Her first instinct was to protect her-
self from everything around her, to not let 
anyone too close, to take care of her 
minute old self. Libby knew right then, as 
she held her daughter, that she was holding 
an old soul, one that had already lived a 
few lives, been bauered around from birth 
till death, learned from it, and then learned 
to become even stronger the next time 
around. 
Brent got news of his fatherhood while 
sucking on his sixth Bud and packing a 
new pack of Marlboros on his closed palm. 
He paused when he heard, his cigarette 
dangling from his lips, the match halfway 
there. Who knows what sped through his 
head. Happiness, doubt, dread, sadness for 
the life he was thinking he would have to 
leave behind in order to become a father, 
pity for the daughter that would only have 
him for a few years. 
My father managed to pull himself from 
his barstool after draining the last of his 
warm beer. Some aspect of compassion 
must have passed through him as he went 
to be with his fami ly in the hospital. By 
the time he got there, stumbling down the 
glaringly bright corridors with a decent 
buzz banging in his head, the rest of 
mom's family had arrived. My aunt Sallie, 
my grandpa, they were both there. I wish I 
had some memory of my dad holding me, 
wish I could remember looking up into his 
face, wish I could remember his face at all. 
We went home a few days later, plowing 
our way through the white world, us three. 
Our home was in Valley Park, a li ttle area, 
not a suburb really, but a little extension of 
south SI. Louis that was predominantly 
white trash and hippies. Valley Park was 
still considered the sticks back then. Our 
house sat high up on a cliff that was stuck 
back in the woods. I drove up there about 
eight years ago with my aunt, so she could 
show me where I spent the ftrSt year or so 
of my life. She was pleased to sec that the 
house was still there, stuck back in the 
woods, cut off from most of the rest of 
the world. I remember being struck by a 
mixture of such indescribably odd feelings. 
This was o ne connection that still remained 
between my father and I, this tiny house in 
the rough where we lived, together, for 
such a short time. I think seeing that 
house even fevered my curiosity even 
more, instead of quenching it. 
What I remember about that house is 
what a cool house it was, with its big yard, 
tons of roaming space, and no neighbors 
anywhere near by. Thinking about it now, I 
realize that the spot where we fast lived 
was probably no coincidence, but was most 
likely very convenient for a father who 
more than dabbled in drugs. With the 
nearest neighbors being a ways down the 
road, I'm sure that th is was one major sell-
ing poim for a man who, at any given time, 
might have a basement fuU of pot. 
My mother's and fa ther's life back then 
was straight out of Easy Rider. They lived 
as best they could against the grain of soci-
ety, bucking all that was considered con-
ventional and adopting anything that was 
not. I t was the mid-seventies, and a large 
slice of the population pic was no doubt-
edly involved in drugs in some way. My 
father didn't just dabble in them, he sup-
plied the thousands of dabblers. His posi-
tion towards the top the drug trade made 
for a fitfull life for us. Being a big-time 
drug dealer doesn't do wonders for family 
life. 
My father collected Aston-Martins, the 
rare British cars that were found few and 
far between. For some reason, my father 
had an affinity for them. Apparently he 
also had some loose change lying around to 
travel to Europe to buy them. My mom 
and Brent went to Europe, when I was 
about two I guess it was, to get a new car 
for my father. My mother seems to 
remember it magically and tragically. She 
always speaks of the remarkable beauty of 
Scotland, where our heritage lies. She 
loved that trip with him, up until the end. 
My mother and father and I were at 
some airport in Europe, trying to catch our 
flight back to the states. They were ran-
domly searching people before they board-
ed, to make sure they weren't smuggling 
back heroin or pot from Amsterdam or 
opium from further east. My mom had 
apparently thought this might happen, so 
before we left for the airport, she had 
drilled Brent about whether or not he had 
anything on him, made him swear up and 
down that he wasn't carrying anything. 
Apparently he had promised that he was 
clean, that he had gotten rid of it all before 
they got to the airporc. Apparently he was 
lying. As they began searching people in 
line, Brent whispered to my mom that she 
might want CO pretend that they weren't 
together, she might want to stand further 
back in line with me, away from him. 
Her heart dropped through the ground, 
along with her stomach, as she realized 
what he was telling her in so ft:w words. 
My mom tells me that that was when she 
began seriously thinking about leaving him 
for good. If they had caught him with the 
drugs he was carrying .that day, I would 
have been taken away from her, possibly 
for good. This was one of those slices in 
time when everything changed. Because of 
that search that turned up nothing, the 
seed was planted in my mother's mind for 
the first time that the life she was leading 
might not be the best life for us. I think 
that moment in tht: airport when customs 
had their hands running up and down my 
fa ther, inside, out and around him, that one 
moment groun.ded my mother in reality, 
when she might have otherwist: been living 
above the world instead of in it. 
My mother, Brent and I made it back to 
the states okay. Somehow the customs 
officials had failed to find the dope on my 
father. They had patted him down well, 
not good enough for their sake but good 
enough for ours. My father got his Aston-
Martin, and had it shipped back to the U.S. 
It sat in our side-yard in VaUey Park, next 
to the Harley and the V.W bug. My fa ther 
lavished that car with love, kept it polished 
and gleaming while he dreamt of the next 
car he would buy. 
My mother tells me of the story of the 
day Brent's Aston-Martin ceased to be. 
You see, we had this pit bull named 
Charlie. Apparently he and I were very 
close, he would never let a stranger come 
near me, my mother tells me. Anyway, one 
day Charlit: jumpt:d into the driver's seat of 
the Aston-Martin, and accidentally shi fted 
the car in to drive or neutral or something. 
Charlie jumped out just in time to watch 
the car go driving off down the side of the 
cliff that we lived on. My mom said she 
though that Brent was going to kill the dog 
he was so pissed. So my father's Aston-
i\"fa rtin was gone and he was left with only 
us to love. 
My mother and Brent lived IOgether for a 
few more years, until J was about three or 
so. Brent continued to sell massive quanti-
ties of pot, and my mother continued to 
raise mc. We drove around in her bug, lis-
tening to Fleetwood Mac and hanging out 
at the Geyer Inn with her and Brent's 
friends. I have a few vague memories of 
that bar even though I haven't been inside 
since I was litde. It 's still sits there, in St. 
Louis, by the railroad tracks. Whenever I 
By Beth Rasch 
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pass it when I'm home, I get a weird feel-
ing because I know that it was where I 
spent a lot of my time with my fa ther, even 
if it's not a part of my memory now. Just 
knowing that is strange, likc it should 
somehow be more attached to me. How 
things can be onc way for years only to 
have it mean nothing later on is so strange 
tome. 
Sometime after the scare at the airport 
and a few other close calls, my mom decid-
ed to leave Brent. I think it was about the 
time he was led off to jail for drug tra ffick-
ing and clistribution. She thought it would 
be best to leave him then, let him sit in jail 
alone just as he left her so many times. So 
we clivorced him. A fter he left for a few 
years behind bars, we never saw him again. 
I don't think mom though t that it would 
end up that way, so cut and dry. She fig-
ured that after he got out we might eventu-
ally find him again, arrange some sort of 
visitations for him and I, so that I could at 
least have some real-life impression of him. 
As it turns out, we never saw him again 
at all. We never did find out what hap-
pened to him after he got out o f jail. He 
disappeared o ff the earth. His parents 
never knew what happened to him. The 
brother that he was so close to and who he 
never lost touch with never heard from 
him again. He just left. It's so strange, all 
of these years I've always been consumed 
by my own sense of loss, by my time cut 
short. I never, until now, really thought 
about how hard it must have been for his 
family. For a mother to lose her son forev-
er, and to never know anything, whether he 
was alive or dead or crazy or wha t. I'm 
sure that they've hurt a million times more 
than 1 ever have, because, I was so young 
when I lost him, so young that I never 
even knew him. He was so much a part of 
their lives, that to be suddenly without him 
must have and still be, a hurt like no other. 
Some years after Brent took off for that 
unknown somewhere, a close friend o f my 
mother's called one Christmas evening. 
She had been watching some bible-thump-
ing Christian on t.v., handing out forgive-
ness and prayers to anyone with the will to 
save him o r herself from the grips of sin. 
Katie, mom's friend, had been watching 
this gung ho preacher bless those less for-
runate when she swears that she saw my 
father, the unfortunate one, asking for help 
from God, for guidance maybe, for resolu-
tion, for fo rgiveness. It was him, Katie was 
so sure. That was the closest we ever came 
to fmcling him again . . 
Others have whispered rumors', saying 
that they hear he's now crazy, is schizo-
phrenic, and wandering our streets in his 
own silem mind. Everyone seems certain 
that he is alone, homeless, doomed. I still 
sit and wonder, walk and wonder, try to 
remember his face and wonder. 
Snowy sheets cover these Chicago streets 
as I walk, alone, in my world so far away 
from the past that never seemed near. I 
walk these cold, steel gray streets, passing 
all o f the homeless guys that live around 
my place, the ones that throw down theif 
empty gin bottles in defiance of life itself, 
and the others that yell as if we're the o nes 
that PUt them on the streets, that took their 
lives out of their own hands and gave it 
away. Some days I look into their eyes and 
wonder if that one is him, or maybe that 
other guy mumbling to himself and stag-
gering along, or that guy over there, the 
one with his closet on his back and his life 
kept in his brown paper bag. Is he my 
father? 
I wonder, and will always wonder, about 
my father. Does he even remember me? 
Does he ever wonder what happened to 
me? Did he just cease to care? Did he 
think 1 ceased to care? Will I ever fmd 
him, or him me? \'(fill his picture always be 
the only one sotid thing I have to remem-
ber him by, the o nly thing that will last as 
my memories fade, as the stories slip intO 
the past, with him in their grasp? 
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H c's buying chicken again," Craig said as he leaned over my shoulder while I waited for the customer to hand me 
her preferred card. 
"Arc you sure he's buying chicken?" I asked. 
"Yeah, and pork, the o ther white mc2t," Craig 
said chewing on a toothpick. 
" It's probably for his mother," I tried [Q 
explain. 
"I'm telling you, Leo is going to become ill," 
Craig laughed o\'er his shoulder as he walked 
back to the meat department. 
h was true. A real man ale sleak. You don't 
even have to ask my brother Grant, what his 
favo ci te food is. He loves his steak-medium 
rare. If we were grilling outside, he would want 
it just browned on the outside but dripping on 
the inside, red juice dripping off the meat onto 
his plate. He'd take his bread, mop it up and 
pop it into his mou th as if nothing in the world 
was better. 
I f you asked for A I, you were just pretending 
to be a real man. When Grant was li ttle, he 
wanted to try Alan his steak. My father threw 
a fit, " I'm not going to ha\'e no sissy for a son. 
You have to lo\'e the way the steak tastes with-
out smothering it in A I ." 
I was afraid Leo was losing his manhood. Wc 
had been going out for a couple of months. He 
liked doing the same things that I liked. Until 
Leo came along I could a ni}' get i\bria to go 
with me to Target . He lo\'ed going, Strolling 
down the aisles taking his time. We liked look-
ing at all the different dishes and glassware. We 
loved looking at the tou·els and deciding which 
color we would want for our bathroom. 
Once I was fmished with my shift, I thought I 
Steak 
By Elana Mosca 
would pick up a steak and make it for Leo. He 
was coming over fo r dinner. I walked back 
through the aisles toward the meat department. 
There was a girl leaning over the chicken cookr. 
She had long brown hair and long legs. I could 
see Craig walking over to her looking at her ass 
as she leaned deeper intO the cooler. I saw the 
steak in her cart; it rested where you would usu-
ally put a child. 
"She's got steak," I whispered to him. 
Craig backed up still looking at her ass. If a 
woman had steak in her ca.rt she had a special 
someone. If she only bought white meat, she 
was single. 
"H ey, what's your best steak?" I asked looking 
down through the glass coun ter at the dark red 
beefy steaks. 
''Nothing in this counter. I have something 
good in the back." Craig pushed through the 
door behind the counter. 
After a few minutes Craig pushed back through 
the door. He held out a white paper package. 
"Black Angus, it's the best. Three minutes on 
each side and it will melt in your mouth like but-
ter. For a man, it's better than Viagra," Craig 
looked past me at another lady, putting ruckey 
sausages in her cart. '"'Tbis ones got no man. 
Excuse me, I have to help this clueless honey 
out," he said and slid past me. 
Inside the white package Craig had included a 
little bottle of spices. In Craig's handwriting it 
said, "To bring out the fla\"'Or." I sprinkled each 
steak with the spices. I put them on the grill and 
waited three minutes before I rucned them over. 
I heard the doorbell and rushed to open the 
door. Leo slood there with his black 
hair hanging in his eyes. " Hello," he said pushing 
the hair back off his forehead. I held the door 
open for him as he hugged me. He stopped and 
sniffed. ''What are we having?" he asked. 
"Steak," 1 s~id smiling at him as if it was the 
greatest surpose. 
"Oh, how wonderful," he said slamming 
down OnlO the couch and sounding like a 
deflating balloon. 
" I think they're ready, let me go get them." 
pulled the steaks from the grill. The smell was 
so masculine it almost made you wet. 
''They look really good," I said as 1 placed a 
steak on his plate. Leo walked over to his side 
of the table and looked down at his plate. 
"Do you have any A I?" he asked. 
" I'm sorry, I'm not much of a steak eater, 
should 1 have bought AI?" I asked innocently. 
Leo sat down and sliced intO his steak. He 
pushed his knife into the inside watching the red 
juice spill over onto his plate. He shoved his 
knife into it again watching mor~ red juice flow 
out of it. 
"Could I put mine on a little longer?" he asked. 
"Sure," I said as 1 cut intO my steak. I 
popped the first piece into my mouth. 
Craig was right, it was like butt~r melting in 
your mouth. I thought I was going to have 
convulsions with every bite. When I was fUl -
ished and looking down at my plate debating 
whether or not I should lick it clean, Leo came 
back into the dining room. 
"Where's your sleak?" I asked. 
" I dropped it, so I just threw it to the neigh-
bor's dog. I hope you don't mind, I wasn't really 
hungry anyways," he said plopping back down 
on the sofa. 
I was tOO hot to be mad. I sat down next to 
him bringing his face to mine. I slowly pushed 
my tongue in his mouth. I began whirling m}' 
tongue in his mouth as if I was plaYing tag with 
his tongue. He kept pulling away, sofu y kissing 
my face. Couldn't he tell I wasn't in a lets-be· 
gentle·mood? I wanted it . I wanted him to go 
after me like the neighbor's dog was going after 
the steak. 
Enough of th~ kissing. I had to take matters 
in my own hands. I slid my hand down towards 
his jeans. I went to un7jp his jeans when I 
noticed he had a bunon fly. I couldn't believe it. 
Why didn't he just wrap chains aroWld his crouch 
and put a lock on it? I practically cipped the but-
tons off. His white underwear was the only thing 
that kept me from the truth. It was now or nev'C:r. 
I slid my hand underneath his underwear expect-
ing a soft warm package that would ti.1l my hand. 
But there was nothing to grab onto. I pulled the 
dastic on his Wlderpants so I could see inside. 
There it was. Skin was bunched up aroWld the 
head but it was going inside the groin. It looked 
like a messed up outt}' belly button. All the white 
meat he ate had malnourished him. It was too 
late. No matter how much steak he ate it would 
ne\"~ be back to normal. I was in heat. I would 
get more stimulation if I hwnpecl his leg. 
"I'm sorry," he said slowly buttoning his fly. 
"You're sorry, that's all you have to say, is 
you're sorry?" I was in shock. 
I pulled him off the couch pushing hun 
tOward the door. He kept mwnbling sorry, over 
and over. I pushed him out of my house and 
closed the door. t leaned my head against the 
back of the door. I \'owed to myself that I 
would ne\'er e\'er look at another man who had 
chicken in his shopping cart. 
New ·Skin for the Old Ceremony 
W ho says what you cannOt or what you can ask without serious ness? Leonard Cohen's circus of cartoon 
seriousness after a night o f sand rolling prophe· 
cy prayers and a morning of who-knows·me. 
What can you learn from a coyote painting 
scenes you're about to walk in--painting with 
one C2rtoon wet brush bringing color and out· 
Itnes and sign postS and Streets to the blank grey 
we've all seen and expected nothing of. 
Expected nothing but a keye-oat with a blue· 
print for life loss and lots o f laughs. But 
nobody lives in a laugh. 
The Chelsea Hotel needs a few sacred acts-
I'm nOt the man--oppressed by figures of 
Speech. How about a coyote painting the lobby 
st raight grey with the ever-wet brush to start it 
new-FINALLY-a vision of what new can 
be-and can't. If )'our vision is Universal it 
can't be ncw. And it can't be capitalized. 
By Jason Mehl 
History was ruined the day they called some-
thing Modern-instant birth of the dormant 
and mad Postmodern cow changing dollars to 
quaners and standing in line in well·ln alleys to 
pia}' Pac-Man in the skulls of the Ulnocent-
enough. But let The New Vision break a few 
sill)' rules. Let it trufne·hunt reality'S rolling 
woods unaware of No Trespassing glares. It's 
got something to do with reality-the realit ), of 
what's been paraphrased and cut and foot -noted 
into the memory C?f those who went to school 
to learn how to be honest. 
The reality of the poet spinning fuck me 
from his wife's pure mouth into a tapestry of 
private praise-the subconscious miner who hot 
showcrs and cold parties-the face that says 
fuck it and means it and prays to the God who 
bleeds mercy {Q the mouth of the maze. He 
doesn't follow a rule PUt down by his mom or 
mine. The rule got cracked in a storm. 
Humpt}, dance. 
If there's a way to make a cartoon silly prayer 
understood by it's offerer as something sacred 
and real and offered to God as something more 
than a warm thing with a bow behind an 
unlocked (if lucky) altar door-to see every-
thing from Greek campfires to the lobby of the 
Chelsea Hotel is an attempt to 
Wlderstand/ rationalize/ accept / honor / or live 
without reality. If that can be grasped and 
gripped and start joy-buzzing a few honest 
palms maybe the world will be one in seeing the 
difference betwcen silly and serious. Rush hour 
and happy hour and the Stock Market will live 
fore\'er, but maybe like the world realized Hitler 
was Satan and Stabn was a fool and MussoUnt 
and Lenin and Saul went mad and a kIDg was 
never really one but many men, maybe we can 
reach for a pre.emptive realizauon and see the 
difference between Tom and Jerry and the Bible 
and send e\'eryone walking. 
The grey descrt has a hOO1:on no matter who 
paints it and it's an)'\.\·here you dccldc to Stop 
and sit and you can fall oght over-roll O\'er II 
Sideways before you're legs fall asleep. There's 
no room for a scream o ff the end of a screen 
and where you'Uland could be any\llhere from 
Brazil to the bottom of a dm:d \"olcano rind m 
N igeria or Japan or Ko rea or HawaII or leaning 
o,'cr the rail looking into the grecn wet center 
of a leafy life In the rainforest at the Topeka 
Zoo. There's grape juicc no matter where and 
the Zoo Man laughs as much if nOt more than 
any happy man you'vc c\'cr seen smue. 
A Journal of Sound 
They wore the shoes of rock and roll stars, 
both thickly heeled and shimmering in the 
streetlights the)' walked beneath. The world held 
itS breath as passed. 
They stood on top of the world's tallest build-
lOgs and threatened 10 push each other off to 
the delight of news shows, thClr glittered 
clothes gleaming like the cosmos underneath 
the flashing ]jghts. The)' took good pictures as 
the beautiful ones should. They took the stage 
and kepI it, both standing up and falling down. 
"I'm so sorry, I'm so gone." 
She watched with silver eyes gone glassy. The 
skyscrapers sparkled with platinum spires, silver 
plated bodies and windows like mirrors, her 
eyes spanned a world gone grey. 
" Have you ever seen a sunset?" 
"There is no sun anymore." 
"Ha\'C )'ou ever seen a sunset?" he insisted, one 
fOOl planted on the slick metal guard rail and the 
oth~ skimming the sky like it was water as 
op~d to a one hundred seventy story drop. 
The concrete was probably silver as well; his 
body would crash like an imprint in mercury. 
By Stephanie Kuehnert 
He would never fall though, he never had. 
And nor would she. The sil\'er rolling across her 
eyes like a thunderstorm, dripping winter 
instead of tears. 
She stood before a large pane of glass, morn-
ing light glowing so ftly against her skin . Where 
were they now? The horizon etched with rectan-
gles reaching for the gods, but which pattern 
was it? Chicago? New York? Had the}' crossed 
the seas while shc hadn't been paying :;tttenuon? 
Hours and countries and oceans drifting b}' 
while she stared with her looking glass e}'es? 
Had he been laughing, sleeping? He was etched 
into the scenery as well as she turned. Stretched 
like a cat in sleep across the bed, sheetS rwisted 
around jagged hipbones picture perfect. Blue 
mornings playing out across his skin. Blue 
mornings that made her miss tea, mis~ th~ color 
of twilight, miss his hands. In sleep hIS skin was 
still as glossy as the photos. It always would be, 
as would hers. 
They should ha\'e been poets. 
His e}'es spanned silver across a wo rld gonc 
grey. He always slept through Los Angeles: 
there was something about waking to dusky 
palm trees and opening his e}'es to bright stage 
lights and auditoriums full of hazy California 
eyes and Hollywood lips. 
He stood before a large pane of glass, flood· 
lights of all colors gleaming upon silver snake 
freeways roping around skyscrapers, over land 
and sea. She wouldn't even Jrive these roads 
anymore. Once he could see her in some Slker 
bullet of a rental car racing down and out 
loward the desert or maybe the sea whtle he 
stood on a shimmering rooftop drinking cham-
pagne, shouting "Cheers!" and calling her name. 
Her laughter curled up through the rooftops 
(rom the freeway as he watched her throw back 
silvery blond hair, glittered lips kissing the 
Califo rnia twilight. Wher~ did these road~ go 
anyway? Some deep, dark throat of the rught? 
He felt he hadn't seen the countryside in years. 
She walked barefoot from the great glass 
Window through plush while ca rpet to the 
enormo us silky bed . The bes t hOld 
in ... where were the \'? l'ew Yo rk ? LA:' Tills 
couldn 't be Europe', could II ? It would be 
even ing soon, the purples and lush o ranges 
o f sunset blocked by the butldmgs, st relch-
ing up like robot hand s, ""'mkllng Into the 
night. 
Her eyes sp:lnlled slh'er, but In Ih e mirror 
he caught a flash o f blue. 
He pressed his hands again sl the grand 
Windowpane and left no prtnl, 11 0 smear of 
the ntght ltght s flash tng, pourtng o ut onlO the 
street s below. He turned to her curled ltke a 
great pale cat upon the bcd, blond hair 
streaking against her skill . 
"We should have been poets." 
He curled against he r, mo tionless. The last 
btl of warmth leaked from her bod)' IntO hi S. 
Eyes clOSing, rt .,g Sllvcr :lc ross the lids. 
The), danced o n rou ft ops. One hundred se\' · 
enlY stories. They could nc\'er fall. 
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THE MAN c;,\!D TO T I-li"'. UTH\~ R ;\lAN 1.001\ AT THE GORILLA HE'S SO Sl1.IPlD AND HE'S TRYING TO DRAW,' STACY l-H': BE1TER STOP LOUK[\:G :\T HER U!<.E TU:\T \'i,i,\Y. 
I HIT J',lY UP REAL HARD .uKE T ROY SAID TO DC\ \VH[N YOU GET :-'PJ) :l8!) SOME SVIT CA;o.IF. AROI.=ND ;\ IY TEETH. IT FEU .. ON THE PAYER AND THE PJCT1.'lU~ \'(.':\5 \}m.E( Ki-:.n ;, 
(:l.I,)SFn \!y r YES TIGHT ,\ ND UWJ\iTED UP REAl. Hh.;{-f U K F. TRUY SA !D TOO nUT THF T RA.IN "lOViNG \VA.S I\!AkING :\IF SlCK.THEN I t)Fr~"'ED L:P M)' E\T.S :\Nn i FE)':r BEIT ER. 
,001"1 he man and the girl a~d the other man 
got on the train and sLlted down next to 
me and laughed and said look at the 
gorilla. I was ganna say you should see Troy my 
brother he's got hair on IUs forehead even but 
the train started to move and was real loud. I 
was drawing in my picture book. The girl was 
real pretty but I said to myself Jamie you've got 
10 nOt say nothing remember last time. I tried to 
draw her but we were under the ground and the 
light kept changing. I was working real hard at 
drawing all the lines of her hair right but it kept 
nOi being righ\- . 
The man srud to the o ther man look at the 
gorilla he's so stupid and he's trying to draw 
Stacy he better SlOp looking at her like that way. 
I bit my lip real hard like Troy said 10 do when 
you gel mad and some spit came around my 
teeth. It fell on the paper and the picture was 
wrecked. I dosed my eyes tight and counted up 
real high like Troy said too but the train moving 
was making me sick. Then I opened up my eyes 
and I felt betler. The girl was telling the man 
and the other man to leave him alone he has 
enough problems and then I thought I really 
loved her. The man and the other man asked 
me if gorilla wants a banana and I wiped my 
nose and said no and they said listen to his 
voice. One man was real tall like Troy was and 
Gorilla 
By Tim Lotesto 
had long legs and no hair on his head only on 
his chin. The other man had a red face like me. 
The girl was pretty but there was a lot of hair all 
over her coat. She leaned forward and it was all 
on her back and the man and the other man 
didn't tell her or take it off her coat. It was yel-
low hair like her hair and long. 
They sitted down right across from me but 
nobody else was on the train except one man 
was sleeping on the other side. He smelled up 
the whole car. I said in my head it's not me that 
stinks and pretended they could hear. But I did-
n't say it out loud CO2 Sharon at the Center says 
keep your yap trapped. That means be quiet. 
The train stopped one time but nobody got 
on and nobody got off. It started again and 
bumped and my pictures fell on the floor. T he 
man picked up the book. That was nice until the 
man gave it to the other man and said check it 
out Vincent Van Gorilla and even the girl 
laughed. She was really so pretty her teeth were 
very white. I said give it back and sruck my hand 
out. Then the man said give it back and stuck 
his hand out and the other man laughed. The 
pretty girl slapped the man's arm and took my 
book and gave it back. I said thank you and she 
didn't look to me. 
The girl crossed her arms on her and put her 
shoulders up and kept her yap trapped for a long 
time. I thought she could be a movie star but 
except her coat was so messy. The man and the 
other man talked real quiet and forgot I was there 
and the train stopped twO more times and one time 
the asleep man said a swear and went back to sleep. 
I drew a picture of a car but I was thinking. I 
was starting to get mad at the man and the 
other man. T he pretty girl's coat had a lot of 
hair on it but they didn't tell her. They didn't 
take it off her and make it so she wasn't so 
messy. T hey were not gendemen is what Troy 
would say if he was on the train and not in 
California where he is now. Then he would get 
up and say excuse me and he would take the 
hair off the girl by himself. Then they would fall 
in love and she could leave the man and the 
other man alone on the train . I could not draw 
good because my hand was shaking I was so 
mad. T he next train Stop was coming and the 
man said this is it. 
The man and the girl and the other man 
stood up in front of me and my face was get -
ting real hot. The coat had hair all over and I 
said excuse me but it came Out like a yell and I 
started to pull off the hair like a gentleman. 
The prelly girl screamed and then I stOod up 
and the train stopped and I fell down. The man 
put his boot into my face rea! hard and then 
again and then again. I couldn't sec if the asleep 
man was waking up but I could see a lot of 
blood. The other man looked real mad too and 
I tried to say but no one could hear cuz the 
pretty girl screamed loud like singing. 
The train door opened and the man and the 
other man put their boots in my face again and 
ran off the train. I didn't care about the hair no 
more. The girl bent down and cried and 
touched my hair and I said you will love my 
brother Troy you really will. 
Excerpt from 'May the Best Baller Win' 
o 0 < 
H ey girl1 How've you been?" said Alizay. "Good! Long time no see!" said Diamond as she hugged her old friend. 
Diamond wondered if Ali7.ay noticed the weird 
look on her face when the announcer started call-
ing out the names of the players on the home 
team. This was the firs t time the New' York 
Soldiers played the Chicago Zootsuits and it was 
going to be interesting to say the least. Diamond 
was dating a starting player on both teams and 
she told them whichever team won tonight would 
be h?,w ~he detenriincd whom '~he wanted to be 
JWh. '1Heyll2cepfdd ' tJ\e" c~alfelng~ 'b~c'au~e ' lro'th 
of'tHFit{wififc!d !ler S6 baaly:1I1iey>w~te vJilling 
to do anythlng. If Diamond told them to dress 
up like women, try to pick up a man, then who-
e\'er got one first would win her heart, they 
would've done it. 
At first, Diamond really thought this was the 
best way to decide whom she would spend her 
days and nights with because she really liked 
Fabian and Taye equally. But once she started 
weighing the pros and cons of their personalities 
Diamond knew which one she wanted - Taye. 
She kept telling herself the fact that he made 2 
million dollars more a year than Fabian had noth · 
ing to do with her decision . Instead, she focused 
on the fact that they were both ready fo r mar-
riage, had no children, and most impo.nan.r, they 
both treated her well.' This was tOO good to be 
true in Diamond's eyes. She especially wasn't 
accustOmed to a man in his late 30s not ever 
By Lynette A. Griffin 
being married or having kids. She couldn't help 
but try to keep both of them. And she would 
have if it weren't for a playa' hatin' ex-boyfriend. 
Everything was going smoothly until Diamond 
ran into Darrius two weekends in a row and she 
was out with Taye the fttst time and Fabian the 
second. She was so new in the game that she 
inlroduced both Taye and Fabian as her 
boyfriend . . BeCil;use her and Darrius always 
retfi'~.7p,~1?jf, ,a.~t$<lh,,~ ~r~* up':,~h~ f~!t .c~f!I-
fortable con63ing IO him when he phoned three 
days after seeing her with Fabian. 
She tOld him that she really liked the two of them 
and was going to milk the situation for as long as 
she could. 
"Man D iamond! I know you're flOe as hell but 
I still can't believe you're dating twO starting play-
ers in the NBA! Girl, you are something else. But 
I'm shocked. This isn't your style. Let you tell it, 
you've never cheated on a man in your life," said 
Darrius. 
"That's the truth! Well, it used to be. Darrius, I 
just couldn't help myself. They're both so good to 
me. I've never had this problem before. Usually, 
it's hard to flOd one man who's a li ttle good to 
you let alone two of them doing everything 
right!" 
"See, now you know how we feel! Men always 
have multiple women because we can never find 
one who'll do anything rightl" 
"Boy, don't-<even get me started about why men 
cheat. M~n cheat for sexual reasons only!" said 
Diamond. 
A few days after their conversation Darrius 
tracked down Taye's and Fabian's e-mail address-
es and sent them an e-mail telling them about his 
relationship with D iamond and all sorts of other 
information he thought would be useful. Then 
he told them aoou1 her tl1W'10 continue dating 
!he·hvo men. Both men' r'~pt,id to the e-mail and 
expressed their disbelief apd ·'hurt but neither of 
them were willing to let ' her go. Unbelievable 
thought Darrius. He was hoping neither of them 
would ever want to see her again. Instead, they 
were sendlng e-mails back and forth to each 
other with a carbon copy to Darrius, trying to fig-
ure out a way fo r one of them to keep her. 
" I have a feeling this is going to be a great 
game!" said Syrus as a player from each team 
jumped fo r the ball. 
"What makes you say that? asked D iamond. 
"Hello? Isn't it obvious? T hese teams have the 
best records in the NBA! 
"Oh, yeah. That's right." 
Diamond didn't know how she'd sit through 
the entire game looking normal. None of her 
friends were aware she was dating anyone seri-
ously, let alone a player on each team. She didn't 
want them to know because she wouldn' t hear 
the end of it. Everyone knows she isn't the type to 
cheat on her man. In fact, she gave her friends a 
piece of her mind whenever they were steppin' out 
on their significant other. How could she explain 
she had two significant"others who she'd been da't-
ing fo r about three months ? The fact that they 
were ballers was another reason she didn't want 'to 
mention it. Her friends would've told everyone in 
the city and she didn't need that. · Besides, Taye and 
Fabian were very private and didn't want anyone to 
know about whom they were dating until it gOt real 
seriou~l Apparcndy it th'.ld. .-Wh~et"' wonJ:lonight 
would be going public with the- relationship. 
"So D iamond, who do you want to win?" asked 
Kayla. 
"The Zootsuits of course!" said Diamond 
knowing damn weU Taye played for the Soldiers. 
"Excuse me! Not everyone is a fan of [he 
Zootsuits JUSt because they play for Chicago!" 
" I know girl, I'm souy. I just think Fabian 
Floury is a hottie!" said Diamond. 
"I don't know, I kind of think Taye Tushine is 
a hot tie myself!" said Nubian nOt knowing why 
she made D iamond grin from ear to ear all of the 
sudden. "Oh, so you think he's cute tOO, 
D iamond?" 
"Uh, well he's alright. To tell you the truth, nei-
ther one o f them should ever ·consider :sitting 
next to Michael j ordan's fUle ass!" 
"Girl, you ain't never lied!" said Kayla as they 
laughed and all slapped hands. 
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A nt <;mio Sandoval br~shed his daugh. ter's harr as they sat outSIde on the porch of his house, perched on the rocky cliff 
side on the shores of California as the sunset 
with its fiery sheathe bathed the waters of the 
Pacific. His daughter Isabel sighed and sruck a 
sunflower in her father's hair; he laughed and 
made googly eyes at her, tickJjng her on her 
stomach in her little golden white sundress. The 
rays of the setting sun slowly drifted fro m her 
face and draped it in red-tinged shadows as it 
set into the sea, and he saw her laughing eyes 
washed in darkness but sparkling and giggling, 
reflccting the ceaseless rolling ocean. 
Then Antonio's rough fisherman's hands 
touched his wooden chair and caressed it like a 
woman, like a daughter no longer therc but 
taken to thc sea's womb, the kingdoms of phos-
phorescmt silence. And he sat watching the 
sunset, rubbing his brisdy face and feeling a 
moistness in his eyes that soon passed with the 
last sigh before sleep. 
His wife and daughter had died several years 
ago. It was on a Sunday. After church they .had 
brought their boat down to the beach, hopmg 
for a short boat ride along the coast to a private 
co\'c. The wind was strong that day, and the 
inlets roared with crashing waves that sent them 
Moon fishing 
By Chad J. Pearson 
hurtling into the rocks. Antonio was sucked intO 
a cave in the rocks, and he held on until the tide 
diminished, spending hours in the rolling waves 
that soaked in to every last crevice of his body. 
The last he saw of his wife she was holding 
Isabel, a rosary in her bloody hands and his 
daughter's face buried in Irma's chest, tossed out 
to sea and the silent sun-dappled waters. They 
found the bloated bodies on a ridge of rocks 
near Pc Reyes National Seashore, coiled around 
each other, their eyes pecked oue and seaweed 
streaming down their limbs. They had to use a 
crowbar to pry away the mother's meaty arms 
from her tiny daughter'S smothered body. 
AntOnio buried them near the cliff side. where 
the ocean air could settle onto the grass, and in 
the breeze, just at sunset, he could see them 
floa ting tOward the blazing red eye of the sun. 
And at night, bottles o f Tecate piled around him 
on the floor, he could hear the first whispers of 
his wife's lips, speaking through the starlight 
peeking through the old boards of his home. 
''Antonio, AntOnio, she needs a new dress, 
An tonio. The kids tease her at school. That sun-
dress, AntOnio, give her that sundress," the 
shadows whispered. 
"Yes, Irma. I know the dress. I laid it out for 
her. Is she still collecting the butterflies on the 
cliffs?" 
"No, Antonio. She is out with her friends, and 
she needs her dress. Bring it to me. Bring it to 
me ... " 
And he would see his wife sitting on the floor 
of his house. He would rub moonlight like a 
lotion on her lithe fo rm and fall silently in to her 
arms, and she would brush back his matted 
black hair with her delicate fUlgers until his 
scalp tingled and waves of soothing sighs 
spread through his body, and he moaned, curl-
ing intO a ball on the ground, his hands rurning 
to clenched fists against his tightly shut eyes. 
And he would dream again, fishing in his wood-
en boat out in the luminous, out on the endless 
moon sea. 
They were always there on the shining waters, 
waiting fo r Antonio to bring the dress, the gold-
en white sundress of distant memory. And this 
time his daughter Isabel giggled as she took the 
dress from his trembling hands. His wife Irma's 
raven hair glistened as it brushed against his 
skin, and he felt her cold fingers close around 
his wrist, holding him tightly as they soared far 
above the shimmering moon seas. 
Gleaming waves washed over him and 
Antonio felt himself leaving his body. The 
moon passed under him, tickling his tOes as it 
drifted past into the darkness. He rose with his 
family on an immense towering wave, washing 
away the ear th and the moaning and the salty 
tears, until they streamed over the scorching sun 
and out into the cool ocean of stars. 
On the floo r of his home, resting by the sea, 
sweat-drenched and curled into a ball, blood 
and spittle dripping down his chin, Antonio 
breathed his last, the sundress in his hands 
catching the dawn's tender fiery kisses. 
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ROBERT, BRENT AND THE MYTH WERE BATTLING fACH OTHER AS THEY WOULD EVERY TIME THEY PLAYED S PADES. EACH TIME THEY PLAYED A CARD, THEY DIDN'T 
JUST PLAY IT. THEY SMACKED THE CARD DOWN WITH AUTHORITY. THEY WOULD RAISE THEIR HAND WITH THE CARD UP AND HIGH TO THE ROOF. 
THEN AS FAST AS THEY COULD, THEY BROUGHT THEIR ARM DOWN AND SMACKED THE CARD AGAINST THE TABLE, SO WHEN THE CARD HIT, IT MADE A SNAPPING 
SOUND. THE LIPS ON THEIR FACES WOULD SNEER WHEN THEY SMACKED THE CARDS DOWN. THEY BARED THEIR SHARP INCISOR TEETH AND EMPHASIZED EACH 
CARD THEY PLAYED WITH A HYBRID CUSS WORD LIKE " HEH-SHIT" WHICH WAS A CROSS BETWEEN HELL AND SHIT. 
T here wen~ three black guys and a white lady sitting aroWld :l card table in a living room. They were playing 2 cards game 
called spades. The smell was smoky from the 
black guys smoking and the room was full with 
shit's and goddamn's ultcred from the men's 
drunken mourns in berwoen long drags on 
Marlboro cigarettes. 
The two black guys were one team and they 
su directly opposite from each o ther 2C(OSS 
from the uble, and the white lady and her black 
husband made up the other team. Onc of the 
black guys was called Robert, and the other WllS 
called Brent. Robert W2$ oak ace thick and tall 
and wore glasses. Brent was thick as well and 
just as taU as Rohen. The white lady was 
named Jane as a circwnstance of the fact that 
she was pl:llit and pear shaped in her body 
shape. 
The husband of Jane was called the Myth. 
He was tall and thick as well. His teeth were 
su-a.ight and nice, and they reflected upon his 
childhood years of li\-ing off the clean pristine 
lands of the South. 
Robert, Brent and the f\Iyth were battling 
each other as they would every time they played 
The Myth 
By Damon Wareham 
Spades. Each time they pbyed a card, they did· 
n't just play it. They smacked the card down 
with 2uthOrity. They would nise their h2nd 
with the cud up and high to the root: Then 2S 
fast as they could, they brought their arm down 
and smacked the card agllinst the t2ble, so when 
the card hit, it made 2 sn2pping sound. The lips 
on their f2ces would sneer when they smacked 
the cards down. They bared their sh:up incisor 
teeth and emphasized each card they played with 
a hybrid cuss word likt: "Heh·shit" which was a 
cross berween heU and shit. 
But whenever Jane pbyed a card, she slid the 
card into the middle of a table as if she were 
skipping rocks across a lake, so you'd hear this 
hissing sound as the card slid 
The game ended 6nally with Jane and the Myth 
winning. The Myth started hacking up. "Yeah baby, 
tMt's the way." Jane started laughing as the Myth 
smiled 2nd gabbed both of her hands from across 
the table and gently began to shake her hands 2nd 
forearms in congats.. Robert then released his 
grasp from his rocks glass 6JJed with Crown Royal 
and Coca--cola sitting next to him, 2nd he took his 
glasses from his f2cc. He looked directly at Jane's 
facc which was a half foot from his and he h:ld 
this calm ~ lazy eyed look on his face. Jane 
smiled 2t him as he looked at her. Robert then said 
to J2ne, ''You ... while. .. bitch." 
J2ne's f2ce rutned &om a smile into 2 frown. 
Her pallor became red 2nd beads of tears welled 
in her eyes lI.S they beg2n to run down her face 
and puddle up on the card table. Her lips began 
to q~r and she started to let out sobs and 
breathed as if she was gasping for air. With her 
arms she pushed herself up from the table, 
walked out the house and then into a parking \ot, 
opened 2 cardoor from the passenger side 2nd 
began sobbing to henelf :l5 she sat down in the 
m. 
" I don't know what got into her. I knew you 
~re just joking." the Myth said to Roberlll.S the 
Myth put on his Coat and walked OUt the dooL 
He W2l.ked to the car, got in, 2nd looked 2t his 
wife. He tried to make her feel better. "Usten 
baby he WlI.S fust playing. He didn't mean it. 
Come on now." 
Jane still cried and didn't say anything. The 
Myth rurned the ignition key, put the car in 
reverse, pulled out the parking lot and headed 
home onto the expressWll.y. 
When they got home to their bungalow, Jane 
gOt into the house first and the Myth follo~d. 
She walked into her bedroom, undressed, put on 
a night gown 2nd got into bed. The Myth 
undressed as well and went to bed. The outline 
from their twO shapes in the bed formed twO scpo 
ante lumps like a long wide vaU~y stuck berween 
two hills 2S they slept apart from each o ther the 
fll"st time in their seven y~ar marri2ge. 
Ideas of elusive marketability 
W hat is product 2nd what is an?" asks Michael Norman in the article "A Book in Search of a Buzz," which 
chronicleS the tnlv2ils of 2uthor Mark Richard 
and his atlempt to promote his novel FiJhboy. Is 
there a magic fo rmula for publishing success? 
Are we lI.S writ~n supposed to alW2yS have in 
our minds the knowledge of our mellifluous 
words as products. designed to tickJ~ the ather 
shady cerebral cortexes of some mysterious 
over·commercialized populace? Writers must 
make enough to live, yes, but targeting reader-
ships is infantile. Who knows in future days 
whether some lascivious businessm2n may 
peruse a few pages of the Story of 0 while on 
the toilet at work? The words re2ch the 
unknown minds and work their way into the 
collectiv~ hum2n heart pulse. 
A book like Fishhoy must nOI be forever 
doomed to flapping uound like a bloated bass 
in the slush pile of money-hungry publishing 
houses. The words c;rn storm through the thre~· 
piece suits to the quivering souls beneath. 
Novels 2re not just Saturd2Y afternoon diver· 
sions for the bourgeois, they are realiutions, 
infectious perceptions of the human heart in all 
By Chad J. Pearson 
its wild manifest2tions, tempting us to see with 
evc:n more shuddering clarity into the vast mrs, 
tery of the hum2n condition. 
I remember riding the tortoises out 10 sea, 
resting on thdr hard shells until my bones 
merged with their solidity 2nd my skin turned 
oily blue. In the darkness under the se2, in the 
silent Aegean echoes, I w-a.ited in the ancient 
palaces: to re·aw2ken the pulsing stones and 
gleaming memory webs. 1 was born in a garg2n· 
nun communal wet dream of marauding sharks, 
dreaming of man and fish 2nd the scaly reunion 
of origins. I have grown dark moon gleam eyes, 
tinged with cerule2n whispers. I am Tortoise 
Boy·Cum·Market·Me·As-Literary Fiction-with· 
Qu:llitt.Absuuse.Mystical Tendencies. Let the 
words wrap around you 2nd take you out to 
haunted seas, even if it is just my poor imitation 
of the subtle magic in novels like J-Ishhoy. 
Richard Ecler, dear reviewer, plell.Se be kind and 
give me at least a 250 word reviewl 
Fishboy, spittleboy, we go fishing in the 
unknown for novel ideas. only to have them 
reduced to a few comprehensible lines in the N t1V 
York Re",iw of &oA:s. What if a meaning is elusive, 
like why any of us are really here? And what the 
hell docs Richard Erler do for fun besides bang 
on his ~riter 2nd moan lI.S he rubs down 
book galleys with his trcmblingly delicate hands? 
Don't you see, we're selling the indefinable. I 
pitched you 2 piece of fin: but you juggled it with 
your grubby h2nds 2nd threw the hot coals to the 
freezing dry ice clutches of the salesman. 
What will the ultimate price be? How much 
for th~ Andromeda galaxy? Sirius? The Great 
Pyramid? How much for love? We bleed out our 
souls and have them bottled 2nd shipped to be 
ingested by uncomprehending minds. Here's a 
dose o f Pell.non for ya., suck it up 2nd let me 
know what you think. In a world where all 
things are commodities 2nd not experiences, we 
must tread lightly on this parcel of earth th2t 
will soon be shipped to New York. and we must 
measure our heartbeats, knowing the microbes 
and worms alre2dy have th~ claim to our bodies. 
We 2re stripped stardust awaiting perusal by 
loopy noodle minds, unaware they seek in these 
reflections some gleaming inStance to guide 
their hearts home and release the flood of 
memories f.rom the time when 2U W:l5 golden 
singing light 
[jteature is a return to something. It is not 
congruent with the l2nguage of green, legal ten-
der that does nOI really exist in a macroeconom· 
ic sense. Idell.S arc real, as real as the sorry home 
lives of salesman when they return from bash· 
ing FiJhboy and other unique intriguing books. 
The emptiness, the road, the alienated childr~n . 
and such men stop the literary wine from flow-
ing into aching parched throats. 
I lost myself in a diamond dream, imagining 
omniscient minds who could see the way the 
words tnl\"C1 in each hwnan heart 2nd know and 
52}' with full excited cert:llitty: ' 'That book 
should be published!" But to know our tru~ 
effectS on peopl~, would we ever dar~ write 
ag:llit? Good luck Mark Richud, even though 
you seem pretty shiftless 2nd have a snobby 
name. I hope you swim with the luminous fish· 
es and not with gaping greedy sharks. 
IT IS ABOUT r,N]OYINC THE PRECIOUS SUNSET ON THE MEDITERRANEAN l\ S YOU EAT HEARTY PORTIONS OF 
BOUlLL\BAISSE EVEN r\S A C:ORPUl..ENT In,DImLY :FRENCH I'vL'\DAJ.\'IE FARfS wr.I'l-1 NOISOM.E REGULARrry Sf A 
TABLE BESIDE YOU \I;-'HILE S!vilLlNG S\\-1.mTLY IN ,T)UR DIRECTION. 
Le Cap D' Agde 
T hey come wearing only smiles of sen-sual pleasure 2nd gobs of suntll.n lotion. Puking their cars and set ting up 
tents along tree-lined boulevards, they flaunt 
their nakedness in the 2ccepting domain of Le 
Cap d 'Agde in the south of France. Taking in 
the sunny beaches o f the French RIviera, these: 
"naturists" as they call themselves have come 
to get b2ck to nature and shake a little booty in 
the process. 
Le Cap d'Agde is the lugest "naturist" resort 
in the world. In the States, we call them the 
"nudie" camps. It is a complex of villas, tents 
and lr2il~rs where the "textile·challenged" may 
com~ to bare their ample bodies. Most of the 
naturists are nothing 10 slXak of, but e\'ery 
once In a while a buxom blonde o r panther.hke 
brunette will grace the beach and any self· 
respecung naturist h2s a hard time stifung his 
"natural" erection of ~xcit2tion . 
There are man}' diversions at Lc Cap d'Agde. 
In addition to the vast sprawling nude beach, 
there are nude ban, restaurants, discos, etc, 
By Chad J. Pearson 
where sunburned bottoms shake gelatinously 
IntO the wee hours o f the morning. It is a rruni· 
town here, with the employe~s dressed in 
clothes but the customers alW2}'S in the buff. 
Some he2d to th~ beaches 2nd with dicks and 
breasts fl2pping in the wind, ~ngage in 2 nice 
sweaty game of ,·oUeyball. Other old· t.imers 
with flabby bellies and sagging br~as t s laze 
under the hot sun on the beach or rC2d 
romance novels under colossal multj· colored 
beach wnbrellas. Others go to sample the culi· 
nary delights in the numerous eateries, making 
sure they bring towels to sit on so thell" sweaty 
coconut·oiled bottoms do nOt Slain the sealS. 
The discos arc also 2 tr~at. as long as you don't 
bounce into too many nubile young mademoi· 
selles. The best defense for this, if you can't 
make it to the salle de b:llits (bathroom), is to 
rub up ag-a.inst the clammy varicose thighs of 
some bouncing French old lady and }'our 
excitement will slowly dissipate and will into a 
flaccid pinpoint of blood·drained despair. 
The naturist colony of I.e Cap d'Agde IS all 
2bout communing with nature and un\'eiling aU 
of yourself to the dements. One brawny an 
young lad even decided to make a toilet pit for 
himself right there on the beach. Bent down 
and face grimacing, he would drop his 102d and 
cover it up with quick thrusts of his hands just 
like a torlOise covering her eggs. Then he 
would pull himsel f along on the sand, letting 
the sand wipe the eXCess fecal matl~r from rus 
2nus like a dog wiping himself on the grass. 
This nature camp is all about sunshine and 
enjoyment · letting your body h.L'l:uriate In the 
peneuating r2)'s o f UV light 2nd running down 
to wash yoursel f in the sludgy water, npe wnh 
the btest faclory pollut2nts. It is about cr.uhmg 
into an old man with flabby flesh on the beach, 
whom just manages 10 brush his me21Y hands 
against your exposed bot\om as you con unue 
on in the volleyball match with grated teeth and 
tight bUllOCks. ~e Cap d 'Agde is abou~ getting 
back to the bastcs, away from our textile slavery 
and into the B.o. saliv'ating embrace of our fel · 
low humans. II LS aboul en jo)'ing the precious 
sunset on the r-.·tediterrane2n 2S you cal hearl)' 
portions of boutUab:usse ~\'en as a corpulent 
elderly French madame farls with noisome reg· 
u12rity at a table beside you while smiling sweel· 
Iy in your direction. 
Naturism is the \'e ry ess~nce of getting back 
to nature 2nd beconung true denizens of the 
earth. With chests exposed and bUllocks jo}·ful· 
Iy revealed, there can he no end 10 the deep 
spintual experience naturism has to offer. We 
mUSt embrace the trees, e\"Cn though the bark is 
rough on the crotch, and we must nOt be afraid 
to accepl the greal SOCietal bond that nalunsm 
Inspires, even though It m2}' be particularly 
hard 2nd ~rect at umes. As on~ Cap d'Agde 
naturist has procl:umed, "Out here nudity 
bnngs us all to the same $oclalle\'el." Ahh , 
what a sight It IS - beach. blue: sky, and hounc· 
Ing flabby bottoms! II IS a taste of paradise, 
albeil through chapped lips and coconut · fla · 
vored sunt2n Oil. 
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SHE riAl) nEE'\J nYI;-.:G FOH 89 YE,"IR:::-, :\ .K D T,.\ .LK.lt-:<j Ailt)!..;'"T IT FOR 51). Bl,;i ' $1'11..1.. I FE!:I' .. \ ,s IF :I HAD ~[I .... 'llli.l.'\JCEO HER Ttl DH-\1j-(. I R .. \a.'\ri IX )WN THE !I'l'AIRS. 
1\l y STt);\ IACH Tll H.~ rm INSIDF OUT :' NO FO RCED rr's W/AY VI(JLIIN1T,Y UP MY T HROAT. EM.lTtl;-..iG IT'S Ct):"lTE.:--rrs 11\;'' '0 THI? BU\/(lJ:.. I J[~RKEl) AGAIN 
AND 1\(, .. f IN IY'.jTII. :\1 1 THAI' REM:\I '\JED II\' MY MOUTH \\I:'\S THE :,OCR HU,E THAT DIGH..'·;T YOUR F()(J() ANI) EATS THE [!;,'\J A~£EL () .. ,.~ YOUR 'n?UTH. 
1 N O f.()'(~rR HAD ,\ 'lY C:LAI~I ON MY CIIII.DH(lo D. I eRrED HAR!). I SPl..:\:::HEn SOME COLO WATER ON MY P:\ CE. \VE~'rr BACK l.rp 
F irsl, lei me lell you I'm not a puker. I never or I should say hardly ever puke. I don', hurl, spew or blow chunks. ) 
never up-chuck, toss my cookies o r lose my 
lunch. I've gagged, choked, even relched bUI ) 
ruely puke. ) wed to tell Pf!Qple I've only 
puked lwice in my life and Ihey both still live in 
my howe. BUI suffice it 10 52Y, I don't puke 
o ften . BUI I'm 'going 10 have 10 revise ,hat 
slory or may~ JW I stop telling i l. 
If has ~en awhile now, but i[s still the hardest 
day of my life. The day I had to sign a do-not 
recessilate order for my grandmother. She was 
terminally ill and the doctor said tWO, maybe 
three days bur not a week . She had been with 
me my whole life and we had decided a long 
time ago thai she would sta), with us, al home 
until the end. 
The nurse was explaining [0 me tha[ if I did· 
n'l sign, no nurse would come, no morphine 
would come, While she was talking I was hav-
ing one of Ihose OUI o f body experiences where 
her \'oice sounded like il was coming from 50 
(\)\: i) f~'~En (;n l',M :-O;\ ffi IH.'Tl'ERPF-C,AN TC:E CR1Vd\l WITH A SP()O~. . 
I'm not a puker 
By Nicole Chakalis 
very far away. I told her I Ihought she WoIS ask-
ing the wrong person. If Gram thought it was 
the righl thing to do, I would sign it, but maybe 
we should :15k Gramma what she wanted. The 
nurse and I borh went intO her ~droom, the 
nurse explained to Gl1lm thaI she WoIS going to 
die soon . Gramma agreed with the nunc thaI 
it was best. I leaned O\'er and :15k her again, jusl 
to check. she said, "Yeah , its fo r the best, go 
ahead sign it ." The nurse read the o rder out 
loud to both of us. It said that when she start-
ed to die, no mailer what the circumstances, 
nothing would be done to prevent il . I started 
crying, signed it and ran out o f the room. 
She had been dying fo r 89 years, and 121king 
about it for 50, but still ) felt :15 if I had Sen-
tenced her to death. I ran down the stairs. My 
stomach turned inside out and forced it's WoIy 
violently up my throat, empting it 's contents 
into the bowl. I jerked again and again until all 
that remained in my mouth W:15 the sour bile 
that digest your food and eats the enamel o ff 
your teeth . I no longer had any claim on my 
childhood. I cried hard. I splashed some cold 
water o n my face, went back up and feed G ram 
some bulterpecan icc cream with a spoon. 
The next day she slipped into a light coma. I 
say light because she could no longer spe:lk, but 
I knew she could still hear me. The only sound 
Ihat came from her now was the occasional pplt 
sound of her pwhing air out of her mouth, it 
sounded like a pot of oatmca1 coming to a boil t 
showed her the dcas that she had told me yc:w 
ago that she wanted 10 WC21' for her funeral, SO 
she would know that I remembered. It W:IJ :l1ong 
cow chiffon dress with :I high beaded collar. She 
had a small smile on her face and one tear slipped 
from her eye. 1 bought her new undelWear, she 
had nC\tr let me go anywhere in my life without 
new underweu and I thought I wouJd return the 
favor. 1 st21'ted making a big pot of chicken 
soup, she liked it and she had taught me how to 
make it. Chris had been sleeping on the floor 
next 10 her bed e~r since We found out. 
When the soup was ready I went up 10 give 
her some and she was gone. She WoIS still 
W2rm, but gone. I woke up Chris :lnd told him, 
we both 52t on the bed and I held her hand. J 
could feel the warmth slipping :I~y, she had 
died peacefully two days after I had signed the do-
not rec~sitate order. We never had ro use it, so all 
that ever came of it was this occasional feeling, 
like I'm going to puke. 
I Think, Therefore I'm Not Or Carpenter Jeans 
O ur hero was blocked on his Philosoph)' homl:Work. an essay on DeSC:lrles. Desc21' tes' thoughls stood, 
as our hero s[:lred blankly al the words on the 
page, complex and meaningless ag:&inst the 
image our hero held of the lost girl's arpenter 
jeans. While our hero had volumes to say about 
those jfil1s and that girl, he had nothing to sa)' 
about a dead man , though :II the moment he 
felt like one. 
The lost girl was from his English one oh one 
class and wore those baggy carpenter jeans with 
a tight While T·shirt They were already out of 
T he Ike. Chicago'S Congress· Esenhower Expressway, is one of the most congest-ed roads in the United Stales. The Ike, 
IS it's called for short, is a monster to drive. The 
road SI2f ts at MichIgan Avenue, JUS[ west of 
Buckingham Fountam. Crossing pedestr12fls 
and tnffK IighlJ will plague you, the: brave driv-
er, whlle sull in the Chicago Loop. 
A. the road transforms into a super-highway, 
yoo11 find your.el f actually going under twO 
large butldmgs. The first is a vilal monwnen t to 
the cny, Ihe ChIcago Stock Exchange. The sec · 
ond buddmg IS a . keleton o f an era passed, the 
old Central POSt OffICe. Thl. massIVe structure 
I. now vacant, but H" twelve-Slory hIgh while 
wall. topped by four corner lOWers IS .uJI awe 
Insplnng to the eye (Allen I). Tunnel. have been 
bU1lt on the: haltom floo r. of Ihese bwldmgs SO 
that all eight lane. o f ElKnhower uafflC can 
pat, underneath them. The two bwkhngs arc 
i.J~ the , "en, of G reek Mythology. Be wary o f 
out of towne" who arc Inn,ftud on the: oddity 
of drMng through bwkhngt; thdr rrund wtlI not 
be on the rO'Jd. 
I:Scrwun lhe: Stock Cxchange and the POSI Office: 
II lhe: ChICago RIver, You mwt pa .. (Ne:r the: 
rrve:r on a 'feci bridge: composed o f a tiny reClan-
gunr gnd and narrow lane'. You can 100" 
throug,h the: gncJ to ,he: muddy nvcr below. The 
t ar ... ill (cel:lt jf If "'anft 10 ' leer li teM acron the 
tJncVen su,f~ o( the hooge, A firm gnp on !he: 
.,c:c:rm~ wheel ",III he nc:ce: .. ary. 
After you have ~ .. e:d l)'VeI the rrve r and 
'h'~ tnc budding.., the .peed will pJd up 
and ,OU are u ((l(tally on the DMghl 0, 
J.!l§enhower HlI pre:"way, -rhe:re are four lane. 
c'..rmng (ltlt o ( lhe elly, and fWI lanu grnng In . 
1'he elJetu laM! o( lram(; art .ep".,.,e:d by , 
rum traek. that run IhnlUgh the ce:nlcr o f 'he 
htgtrw.,. 'me .pUtty ptJ.th " ( 'he. train un be 
an"..".",~ ") Willth U II pU~t Ihe call .hld ill 
:lin exUUCtatln~ t' iI(fl(. ,11m Jutf ' t'tnembtr lhlf 
,,..(,,,, u-,"~"j.lm 14 iI ~mllll ,t(tlfK.t 10 glVt (,,, 
By Cynthia Litts 
style. Last week he said hi. She said hi back. It 
might be a st2ft, he thought. It might not be a 
st2ft, he thought. She hadn't been in class 
today, so now our hero W2S sad. The walls of 
his dorm room closed in as he thought in cir-
cles, like a dog chasing itS tail, until he Sat cross-
legged on Ihe floor of a d oset-Iike room with a 
pile of tuts in his lap. His knees louched the 
walls on each side. 
He opened one book and loops of tightly 
woven theory pro~d out like loops of denim 
hanging from the losl girl's hips. 
He opened another and something blue and 
wom and thick, :I curtain hiding the unacknowl-
edged, lay over the books on his lap, inviting 
touching. inviting moving things to the sKlc. 
He opened another and 10 m denim inseams like 
snakeskins sprung out over his lap onto the floor. 
He opened another and saw pockets and he 
knl:W he needed to leave his room for some 
The Ike 
By Kevin Freese 
Ihe: comfort of your car versus a smelly, 
cramped train. Try 10 believe that as you slowly 
go on your way. 
As you come our of Ihe city, the fourth lane 
is the fas le:st, but watch out . Without auy warn-
ing you will look down at the dash marks o f 
your lane and notice that they have become the 
marks o f an off.r:lmp. Unlike most highways, 
which only have exJ!S on the right hand side, the 
Ike has exm o n both the left and right hand 
sides o f the road. You wtil be forced to either 
get IntO the third lane o r exil al Austin 
Boulevard. the fllil of the two left hand exits. 
Regulus to thc road hate: to le: I in mo to rists 
who don't realize the left lane ends, so ju., Slay 
OUI of the fourth lane on your fllll few trip. 
along the Ike. Once:Jou have: become: more 
famIliar with the rOa , then you can learn to use 
the fourth lane. 
Someume. the mOil monllrou, thing about 
the Eisenhower is II ', lravelers. Keep your 
doors locked, becau.e: thing. can ge:t rough. 
There have been Kveral in'la ll(:(I o f violence 
on the Ike. O ne mOlori.1 opene:41 fife on I fel-
low drrver who CUI hun o f( (WU.on 5). The: 
t"'o cat •• pun out o f conltol, landing on the 
. ho ulder o f the: foad. Thl, gllve Ihe lrmed man 
I ch:mce: 10 exit hi. aUlomobile and pur.ue fhe 
other J,rver whu quickly pulleJ hi. ca r intu rhe 
0r.ro,lle now u( IrdAe lu e:.elpe Ihe: gunfire:. 
f- e ,u ffered I wountlto the: che:1I but . urvivell. 
which I, OIure tlliln can he lil.lcJ (or a dud 
ImonS mototi." lh.f uc(;urrcJ 111 11) 1)4 o n Ihe 
Ike (Irwin I), II verh,1 ill.putt befw ee:n two 
mulurl,l' Iud 10 one timer . prlyblg the tJlhrr 
with I t hc.tnklll .prlY, Seven rnllel down the 
roltl lht twu rnolori. t. WCIII In I Jutl agllln. 
ihl' timc Otlll o f the tlrlveu """,l1ecJ Ihelt til 
into the rear o f the: o ther's vehicle. The: driver 
was sent OVer an emb:lnkment 10 her death. 
The o ther mo torist was arrested and tried fo r 
murder. 
O n one trip home from work, I saw how via· 
lent things could reaUy ge:l . Traffic is always 
strenuously slow al fi~ 0' clock on the out-
bound Ike, but that day iI WoIS e\1:n worse 
because of cons truction ahead in the lefl I:lnc. 
~bny people we:re wailing until the l:I5t minule 
to merge into the middle lane, like the old guy 
who Cui in front o f me. !-Ie ~s in some beater 
I don't even know the: make o( The obesity o f 
his head sprinkled with wiry hw. was all I 
could sec from my va ntage point . 
So we're getting clo,er 10 the: time when the: 
left lane i. completdy closeJ when thIS rUSty, 
o ld, Crown Victoria come. speeding up the left 
lane. It cut in front of the old guy who Sluts 
going ape, lnd pounding o n his horn. Spit, car· 
tying ob,ce:nitie:, I Cln o nly imagine:. came flying 
a uf hi' mouth, He wa. 10 bUd getting frantic 
that he diJn', pay enough min to IIOP in the 
lo n811ne o f traffic. The CltI were mo ving . Iow 
e:nough Ihlt no rel l cJllmage could be du ne, but 
hiB Cit bounced up a Unle beclule he hit the 
Crown Victoria', bumper. !-Ie might have done 
It on purpo.c .Ince he Will 10 plncd, but t llon't 
thInk 10. 
Thll big, J ltk 1~lnnctl , Mukan 8"Y Mell OUI 
o f the Vlctorll, rlghl Ihe:re In Ihe: mitkllc of 
tnroe, f-Ie" I lillie ovt.r Ilx fOOl Ind h .. hair 
w .. 111 the lIyllI o( Mr. T (rom the A.TClIU, 
'nle old min WI' ILlllln hie cu, Wl ldung the 
Muleln wllk dolt.r, I could tdlthe b~ @uy 
wI. n'l I rel.onlble mill , 1,,(1 he iliJl1't WlIH to 
cJtt-hl"gll In8\11'1,,(e I"(otmlllo,,, HI opt:l\ttJ 
the old n .. n't (IIJ' tIour Ill tl HUicht4.1 hl~ hlmlln 
fresh air. 
The room had no doors. 
Our hero opened the last book ~, pulling 
OUI :I sm:&li b:lck pocket. He sruck iI on the wall 
in froO[ o f him, knocking books off his I:lp as 
he Ie:&ned forwud. The pocket sl:lyed in plxe. 
He put his hand in the pocket, his p:&bn (:Icing 
him, then pushed it in up 10 his elbow, then his 
shoulder, then le2fled his he:&d in to See a \':lSt, 
sun-filled field o f wildflOWers beyond the room. 
He fo rgot the books, finished cnwling into the 
pocket, then slid OUI o nto the field to sC2rch for 
his lost girL 
to grab the guy by the shirt coUu. I had the 
same reaction as evuyone else, lock the doors. 
Ain't no way I'm getting invoh"ed in this one. 
The old m:&n st:&rted to back intO the passen· 
ger's se:&t, trying to avoid the Mexican's grip. He 
just made it o\'er the middle g2p when he was 
grabbed. I'll ha\'C to remember what the old 
m:&n did next JUSt in case I ever find myself in 
the same set o f cin:umst2flces. JUSt as the 
Mexican's fist wu about to descend intO his 
face, the o ld man pulled a bunch o f change into 
his right hand. He mustVe h:ld it in the: ashtray 
of his c:lr for lolls. So he picks it all up and 
throws it at the colossal Me.'tkan. All the 
change goes fl ying through the 1lU', glistening tn 
the sunlight. A fl:W silnr coin, hit the Mexican 
in the: eye: causing him to let go of the old ITW\ 
:lnd bring his hands to his face. Next, the old 
man licked him in the stomach '0 thllt he fdj 
backwud into the construction heavy lef, lane. 
The old man maneu~~ his car intO a ga,p that 
had formed in the slow lane and sped away 
along the road~ shoulder. The Mexian just got 
back in his car, embarrassed for ~ buten by 
an o ld man. 
Th. Ike hu • way of get"'" into peopl<\ h<ads. 
ausing them 10 fUlC't poorly in 'tft:SlfulliNlrioN. 
Th. h.Jlcrously of gridloclt frtta _II inhibi-
don. and allow. than to ng< lilt< the old man and 
the Mann. anti aomc:ritnet me. 
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.Tired ,of fast .food? 
.. 
!~' 
COLLEGE HOTLINE 
Fly 
Home . 
Mom1s sure to 
make your 
favorite 
for dinner. 
" \ I 
1-888-411-2FLY 
LOW \ LOW f ARES 'TO: 
• Minn ./St. Paul 
• Myrtle Beach 
• Kansas City 
• Buffalo/Niagara 
from $ 4 5 
from $69 
from $ 7 0 
from $ 7 9 
~,,::::::' VANGUARD AIRLINES www.flyvanguard.com 
www.flyvanguard.com 
Open 24 Hours a Day . . 
• New Orleans from $ 9 9 
• New York from $99 
• Pittsburgh from $99 
• At I ant a from $1 09 
• Dallas/Ft. Worth from $109 
• Los Angeles from $1 09 
• Denver from $129 
Consistently ' 
Low Fares 
.. 
• RESTRICTIONS APPLY. PRICES $275 PER SEGMENT FET ADVANCE PUR· 
CHASE RESTRICTIONS APPLY FAAES ARE NON-REFUNDABLE BLACKOUT DATES 
APPLY, SEATS ARE LIMITED AND MAY NOT BE AVAJLABLE ON AU FLIGHTS PRICES 
ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND 00 NOT INCLUDE PFC"S OF UP TO S12 ROUND-
TRIP. OR A FUEL SURCHARGE OF $10 EACH WAY, W HERE APPUCABLE. MORE CIR· 
CUITOUS ROUTINGS WILL REQUIRE ADDITIONAl PEA SEGMENT CHARGES. 
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Knowledge of Windows NT, word processing , PhotoShop and/or QuarkXpress is a huge plus but not 
required . All editors must be available on Tuesday for the College Newspaper Workshop class and 
our staff meeting, and every Friday for production of the paper. 
If you are a dedicated, hard-working student who doesn't mind rockin ' every week with a bunch of 
crazy students and would like a great job for next year, call (312) 344-7432 and ask for Chris Richert, 
and I'll answer any questions you might have. Be prepared to fill out a job application, present a 
resume, an unofficial transcript and some examples of your work when you come for your interview. 
Please don't hesitate to call and ask questions. Our office is in the 623 S. Wabash Building, Rm. 205. 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE FALL 2001 
Editor-In-Chief 
The Editor-In-Chief is in charge of the entire news operation of the Columbia Chronicle, overseeing al l of the paper's and web 
site's staff, as well as the content and coverage found in the Chronicle. This individual must be available 30 hours per week.They 
will be in charge of assigni ng and collecting stories from staff writers and correspondents and they wi ll also be in charge of 
layout and design. 
Campus Editor 
The Campus Editor is in charge of news coverage of events, issues and people on campus. This individual must be available at 
least 20 hours per week. They will be in charge of assigning and collecting campus (news/feature) stories from staff writers and 
correspondents and they wi ll also be in charge of layout and design of the Campus section. 
Commentary Editor 
The Commentary Editor is responsible for assigning and collecting opinion stories and columns for publication . This individual 
will also be in charge of layout and design of the Commentary section. They must also be available for at least 20 hours a week. 
Arts & Entertainment Editor 
The Arts & Entertainment Editor is in charge of news coverage of events, issues and people within the arts & entertainment 
industry. This includes coverage on campus, and the Chicago area. Th is person must be respons ible, and work well with others. 
They will be in charge of assigning arts & entertainment stories to staff writers and correspondents, and the layout and design of 
the section. They must also be available for at least 20 hours per week. 
Sports Editor 
The Sports Editor is in charge of coverage of events, games and issues with sports . Th is individual must be available at least 20 
hours per week. They wil l be in charge of assigning and collecting sports stories from staff writers and correspondents and they 
will also be in charge of layout and design of the Sports section. 
Assistant Editors (various sections) 
A~~ I ~tant Editors help with the supervision of various ports of the newspaper, and assisting section editors wi th story assign-
m8n l~ and in some cases, design and layout of the sec tion . They wi ll also produce stories and/or columns for various sections 
of Ir,r:: paper. The~e ~tudenl~ mu~t be avai loble at least 10 hours a week . 
Copy Chief & Copy Editors 
COP! EcJ ltors are In chorge of checking , polishing ond correct ing stories written by slaff editors, writers and correspondents. 
Webmaster and Assistant Webmaster . 
Tho './/ebmoeter oncJ Desistont ore responsible for the content and design of the Chronicle's web site. www.ccchronic le.com. 
Web :;ID ff must know HTML, PhotoShop, Flash, DreamWeaver, and QuarkXpress . 
Photo Editor & Photo Staff 
1 he Photo Editor is responsible for assigning photo assignments to all other photographers and comptete photo assignments of 
thei r own. They must also be proficient in layout and design of 011 photographs using PhotoShop, and QuarkXpress. They must 
be Dvai lable DI leDst 20 hours a week . 
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The Majesty of the Big Apple 
Photographs taken during the Great Depression withstand the test of time 
By Prema Chandrathll 
Staff Writer 
Now showing al the Smart Museum at 
the University of Chicago is Ben Shahn '5 
"New York. The Photography of Modern 
Times," Shahn was a photographer in the 
19305 who -took pictures of New York 
City. He created paintings. draw ings and 
photographs of ordinary people going 
about their lives . 
Shahn used a Leica camera with a spe-
cial attachment that allowed him to take 
pictures without people noticing him. The 
camera made it look like he was taking a 
picture di rectly in front of him but the 
eye was really pointed to his left. which 
helped him capture candid shots. 
Many of the pieces brought complete 
strangers together in the same frame. In 
one photo. he captured two people travel-
ing in different directions. He created the 
illusion that these strangers knew each 
other by capturing them as they passed 
by one another. 
It's from these shots that he took bits 
and pieces to create his paintings. Shahn 
enlarged the hands and arms o f people 
because, "he had respect for the hard 
work.ing people." said Laura Katzman. 
Assistant Professor of Art at the 
University o f Chicago. 
In the 30's, during the Great 
Depression, many families were poor. 
and had barely enough food to live on 
and many didn ' t have warm clothes for 
the winter. Shahn was aware of the 
social situations and knew that there 
was not much work available either. so 
he used his art to fight for the rights of 
workers. poor people and immigrants. 
Shahn's pictures range from the mid-
dle of the East and West Side to the 
Lower East Side 10 14th Street but 
never Harlem. because he said that he 
would not be able to blend in there and 
capture the candid shots he wanted to 
gel. 
Shahn had a way of reall y capturing 
the people among the big skyscrapers. 
I n one photo. you see workers on the 
street and on a long road, which leads 
into the c ity and in the background are 
skyscrapers. The skyscrapers. however, 
are cut off, which shows hi s foc us on the 
people and makes them stand out promi-
nentl y against the long road. 
He liked to bring happi ness and enjoy-
ment to many of hi s pieces during these 
rough times. So other photos and paint-
ings showed people laughing and having 
a good time. There is a photo of two gi rl s 
on roller skates (Those were the skates 
that had four wheels on them. two in 
front and two in back. They came before 
rollerblades) skating o n the thin steps of 
the post office. 
This exhibit is extremely interesting. 
educational and shows a unique take on 
the Big Apple known for its majestic sky-
line. But Shahn shows a different point of 
view, a little closer to the ground and 
more personal; the hard worki ng people 
who made New York. Check out this free 
exhibit. 
Red hot fashion in Red Hot Chicago 
" Collectively the talent here in Chicago is 
superior to any other area in the country. The 
designers are rooted in reality and the clothes we 
saw on the runway mirrored that." 
Lisa Lenior. a member oj the Chicago Apparel Board 
By Molly Moonen 
Staff Writer 
Many of Chicago's biggest names in fashion turned out for 
this year's Red Hot C hi cago along with a crowd of 900 peo-
ple wearing their very best. The April 19th event. was hosted 
by Columbia instruc tor Lisa Lenior and featured several 
designs by area students. 
Red Hot C hicago started as an idea to showcase young ta l-
ent. "There really wasn't anything like that available." said 
Lenior, a member of the Chicago Apparel Board. "We put 
together a group of powerful people then it just grew and 
grew." 
This is the second show. Last year's event was held at the 
House of Blues. this year the show was at the larger and more 
upsca le Navy Pier Grand Ballroom. As guests sat al linen-
covered tables. and enjoyed complimentary drinks. they were 
dazzled by the clothes of designers such as Lauren Lein, who 
brought two tiny Dalmatian puppies onto the slage. 
Thirty-seven of the city's designers showcased their talents 
with designs from practica l to extraordinary. ··Collectively 
the talent here in Chicago is superior to any other area in the 
country." Lenior said . "The designers are rooted in reality 
and the clothes we saw on the runway mirrored that." 
Designers were challenged to create fashions using news-
papers and they did just that. designing clothes Ihal ri va led 
some of the fash ions on the run way. 
" I thought it was neat that it was held at the Navy Pier. It 
was fun to see Chicago ta lent showcased at a place that is 
specific to Chicago," said Amanda Serafin, a journalism 
major at Columbia who was allowed to see the show at a 
drastically discounted price. 
"This was the first year that we had the student compo-
nent." said Lenior. "We wanted a rate that students could 
afford ." 
The proceeds from the event are going to the Bottomless 
Closet and the Apparel Industry Foundation. The Bottomless 
C loset provides professional clothing and job training for 
women who are reentering Ihe work force. 
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Something clever this way comes ... 
Columbia Theater department stages 'MacBeth' 
By Ryan Adair 
Managing Editor 
Tn .. ·achery. lust, greed, deceit, murder and blood. Ah, it 
mllst be springtime. The body count is rising at 
Columbia's New Studi.() Theater, and the culprit is the 
Theater department's current offering of Shakespeare's 
class ic tragedy, "Macbeth." 
Staged in medieval times, "Macbeth" tells the simple 
talc ofa man's struggle for power, his doomed rise to the 
throne of Scot land and his ultimate demise, at the hands 
of those he has betrayed. I"s a bas ic, age-old story, spun 
into gold by Shakespeare's capable hands. The minor 
flaw with the play itself, is also a common mistake with 
several companies that produce this class ic work. Within 
the human story, featuring witches, several gruesome 
murders and a mad scene ... or two, often times, there is 
the folly to play the text in a campy fashion. Over act ing 
can plague an otherwise good production. 
The current "Macbeth," running now through May 6, 
luckily does not fa ll into thi s trap. The cast is invariably 
good, which should be no surpri se s ince theater veterans 
Sheldon Patinkin and Tom Mula, also facu lty members at 
Columbia, have spear-headed the production as co-direc-
tors. Patinkin and Mula have crafted a witty, gripping 
"Macbeth" that not only demands attention, but also just-
ly receives it. The pace, wh ich tends to a lways be an issue 
in Shakespeare. is consistent and thorough, keeping the 
story from bogging down the audience. 
Outstanding portrayals shine through with Deacon 
Conroy as Macbeth's faithful companion, Banquo; and 
Anthony Sancho as friend, turned foe, Macduff. In per-
haps one of the most startling and truly memorable per-
formances of the evening, Sarah Alice Weidmann is 
haunting as Lady Macbeth, who is one of the dri ving 
forces behind her husband's own decept ion. Weidmann's 
character transitions from a plotting, ev il woman, to a rav-
ing lunatic , are seamless and appear nearly without effort. 
I ler Lady Macbeth is a sensual woman, who not only 
looks to further her husband's power, but to strengthen 
her own as we ll. Weidmann makes ample use of each 
word Shakespeare has written and bends it to fit her own 
take on the complex characte r. 
I n the title role, Christopher Walsh is nothing short of 
fascinat ing. lIe skillfully has mastered one of the most 
complex characters in dramat ic literatu re, with his no 
holds bard, wh irlwind pe rformance. As with Weidmann, 
Walsh's character trans itions are complete, showing a 
strong but naive man, to a desperate ru ler who knows, by 
the end, he will lose it all . !-lis fina l monologue before 
battle is one of the most pivota l moments in the play, and 
Walsh's Macbeth, whole-heartedly gains apathy for his 
efforts. 
Staged in the intimate New Studio Theater, th is 
"Macbeth," is almost in the audience's lap, with wel l-
choreographed swordplay and creat ive blocking. Each 
facet of the production itse lf works hand in hand with 
each other. The attractive and utilitarian set by David 
Siegel, nice ly compliments the well-done pe riod garb, 
provided by Frances Maggio. Adding to the almost eerie 
atmosphere is the creat ive and we ll plotted lightening and 
sound, by Victor Mahler and George Ducker, respectively. 
With the aide of Patinkin and Mula's gu idance, the stu-
dent cast and crew have done justice with the Bard's 
words, faithfully bringing to life the not-to-unreali st ic 
realm of "Macbeth." With the competent job accom-
plished by this troupe, it makes one hope for more 
Shakespeare in the Theater department's future seasons. 
Perhaps a fu ll -scale stag ing of "Titus Andronicus" is in 
order. After a ll , as demonstrated with "Macbeth," once in 
a while, a li n le murder and mayhem can be a nice breath 
of fresh air. 
'Parlez-vous Francais? Non, parlez-vous jazz 
By Michael Hlrtzer 
Staff Writer 
Touring in support o f their album Tou rist , France's St. 
Gennain stopped stateside on April 20, for a sold-out per-
formance at the Metro. 
The li ve-instrumentation inc ludes percuss ioni st 
Carnerio, Alexandre Destrez on keys, Edouard Labor on 
saxophone and flute , Pascal Ohse on trumpet, as well as 
nameless others including a bass player who switched to 
an electric guitar for a bluesed-up rendition of "Sure 
Thing." 
Note, as we ll as play on radio stations like "Smooth Jazz 
95.5" and the College of DuPage's "All Th ings Jazz 
90.9." 
Unfortunate ly, the show ended after only an hour and a 
half perfonnance, right around midnight. The W.N.U.A 
crowd seemed to be tired anyway, unlike the younger 
house crowd who like to dance all night. After a ll , most 
events at the Metro go to at least 2 a.m. 
Earl ier in the night, opener and Gramophone veteran, 
Darrell Woodsen set the mood playing jazzy house and 
nu-jazz like Jazzanova's new "Re-works from Japan." St. 
Gennai n went on to culturally blend Latin-flavored songs 
like "So Flute" and "Latin Note" with more dubby tracks. 
They opened with Thei r second long-player, Touris t (Blue Note), is a co l-
lage of different jazz melodies and the band styli sticall y 
transfers the sound into a live setting. They extend and 
improvise most of the new and first album, Boulevard, 
which is off fellow Frenchmen Laurent Gaurnier's, "F 
Communications" imprint. 
During the show, Ludovic Navarre , who writes and pro-
duces all the songs, stood in the back of the stage like a 
sound tech . li e keenly watched the aud ience, looking for 
signs of approval , while the other music ians interacted 
with each other and the crowd. 
The crowd responded to the positive energy, dancing not 
unly to the fami li ar four-to-the-floor rhy thms of "Pont 
Des A rts" and " Deep In It," but a lso to "Rose Rouge," 
which is o rdinarily just a head-nodder. 
The crowd, I ike "Rose Rouge's" sampled loop. "put 
Itheir l hands toge ther." The heads with their str iped shirts 
and bandannas, the party kids with their headphones and 
tech-pants, and the th irty-someth ing contemporary jazz 
cats with their shirt s tucked into creased Dockers, a ll 
danced together, as they drank the ir two do llar water, five 
dollar beer, or nine dollar Red Bull and vodkas. 
"What You Think About. .. " and went on to play "La 
GOllttc D'or," with its deja vu b- line that's been previous-
ly rocked by artists such as Jamaica's Mad Professor and 
England's Freesty lers. 
All in all. it was a short. but sweet perfonnance. The 
band played for the crowd, giving each different group 
what they wanted. Whether it was slower, tradit ional jazz 
Illusic, reminiscent of older Blue Note, or extended house 
jams a la Chicago's G lenn Underground and Boo 
Williams. each sty le was represented. Even though the 
band spoke fran~ais, they communicated with the 
Americans by speak ing, without words. the international 
language of acid jazz. 
By Allison Clark 
Staff Writer 
UI-·· F . T CR On Salurday, April 22, Ihe punk band Rocket From the Crypl (RI"I'C) brought a south· we. tern Hly lo 
nhuw te) the 
Metro. 
Dr . . .. d in co llared black . hiru wllh 
red snake,.: painttd (111 the c hern . '01'1'(; 
broughl a bit or Ihcir homeluwn. Sun 
IJj,~. to Chicago, IJc:rforming 1/1 rhjnc~ 
. tone . Iuddtd pant; and Hi vi, p(,rn· 
JY~tJ, the band "hlyed flew uun gn 
from their Murch I " It{l~, (JrlIUjl 
The big turnout was due, in part, to the press done by 
VI? and the Chicago Tribune's rock cri tic Greg Kat, the 
presence of Tourist on the seasoned ja72 imprint Blue 
ELVIS GONE PUNK 
Sounds, 
The show began with an old style of 
punk: deep guitar riffs and harmonized 
vocals. RFTC sounded more like The 
Ramones and Fugazi than new wavers 
such as The I'romisc Ring and Jets To 
Brazil. Being in the music scene for 
over len years, Ute band may be looked 
al as the older brothe ... of punk. 
The , ix m.mbe ... of RFTC include JC 
2000 on trumpet and Apollo Nine on 
' llXophone, I'etey X played bruos, N.D. 
on guitar, and Ruby Mars IX>unded 
drum. . Ltading Ihe band with v(lCol. 
and Il gu itllr wa$ Speedo, 
II I am NO horny."lIo horny fur un 
"r.plau;c," Specdo ."Id bolween .ongs. 
I • pulled the guitar off hi, , hould.r and 
killed Ihe . trings. Leaning Inlo the 
crowdl he lela Hirl In the aud ience kl,. 
hi" gll '''r fi 'rlrtW'. tou, 
N.I). rUlhle.sly backed up Speed(, UI1 
guitar. He was like the best man at Q 
wedding. His guitar was tighland his 
rock n' roll att itude was contagious. 
Ruby Mars was powerful on Ihe 
drums, beating out rhythm~ even 
between songs. 
During Ihe show, Speedo tried to 
introduce several dunces to the audi-
ence. "Huve you ever secn the po lka 
dance?" he ..,ked. The audience seemed 
to have Iheir own dance, Ihollgh. Thoir 
necks convulsed bockward l\ltd forwnrd 
like MTV's notorious duo, "Beavis and 
\lllll·head." 
Th. glamorolL', sOlilhem feci of 
RI'TC could hnve somelhln8 10 do with 
where lite blind h ... been hanging Oul 
IlIle ly. Group Soulld, wus recurdod In 
Mernj,hlS, Tellnr"oe. In Iho ,~.(Jlllu 
Wod y, Sp.edo monllolled thallh. band 
wei1llo Iho city lor Insplrtllioli. 
"1,,0110 recol'd Ih. vocals for 'Ohosl 
Shark' on Elvis' grave," Speedo said. "I 
did it at three in the morning, right by 
Ih. eternal flame. (I w.., cool." 
RFTC's admirntion for Elvis was 
apparent during the show. The match· 
ing Qutfits shimmered Bud most of them 
had their black hair greased Qack. 
The audience dug the ptrfOrnltlllCe 
and applauded for WI encore, which they 
srnclously received. 
Before the three-song bonus, Speedo 
thanked Ihe audience tor kctpiog good 
hygiene. He said il WIIS pleasing to see 
Ihey were brushillilihoir I .. th lind tak· 
Ing btllhs, wlilke flIns In other cities, 
'rhe originalily of RFTC mad. for 8 
good show Allh. Melro. It's. rarity 10 
see six ",ombol'$ ofa IlwII!. blind pltl)'ln 
",atohlni oliUlIs, I .. vlvo EMs' slyle, and 
have a leadlog ntlUl oompllment lUI "util· 
ence 011 Ih.lr flIll'SOllll1 hyalMc. 
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Battle of the Bands 
Columbia bands display their talent at the Getz Theater 
By Cassie Weicher 
Assistant A&E Editor 
On April 21 st, four bands brought 
their musical talents together to per-
form in Columbia's Battle of the 
Bands. Somewhere in Between, 
EquinoxS, Poxy's Stair and Israel, all 
took a turn at strutting their stuff in 
front of a live audience at the Getz 
Theatre. 
The first band to perfonn was 
Somewhere in Between. TJ 
Kanczuzewski (keyboard, vocals), 
Brian Simpson (guitar, voca ls), Miki 
Mihailovich (guitar), Tony Tabor 
(drums), and Joey Tabor (bass) made 
up the astonishing quintet of 
Somewhere in Between. The band 
has only been together for five 
months, but sounded like they have 
been together for years. Their genre 
of music is considered to be from 
rock to jazz, but the ir name 
Somewhere in Between tells the 
story for itself. 
The second band to perfonn was 
EquinoxS. All members attend 
Columbia, and include Dan Saura 
(saxophone), Matt Ulm (bass, elec-
tric guitar), Aaron Kreuger (guitar), 
Nick Alvarez (drums/percuss ion), 
and Alison Bellevi lle (vocals). They 
are all also prominent jazz musicians. 
I was taken away by the sultry sound 
of their music. Vocal ist Alison 
Belleville, reminded me of a cross 
between Erykah Badu and Fiona 
Apple. I am glad to see that there 
are bands out there that are still into 
the great sound of jazz. 
The members of the th ird band to 
perform, Poxy's Stair, were Dave 
Olson (guitar), Er ic Sne ider 
(bass), Daniel Cunningham (vocal, 
keyboard), and Brad Dickert 
(drums). This group combined 
classic rock with modern day rock 
to create a new, fres h sound that 
was highly welcomed by the par-
t icipating aud ience. The band is 
in the process of signing onto a 
label, according to their manager 
Steve Wright. All the luck boys! 
Israel was the fourth and final band 
to perfonn that night . Johanno 
Mohmud (vocals), Brian Wielwel 
(guitar), Aaron Giroux (bass), and 
Sasha Hom (drums) played the day 
away with their Nine Inch Nails-like 
vocals and instrumentations. They 
Christina Mann/Chronicle 
Brian Simpson, of Somewhere in 
Between, shows his his talent front of 
the live audience at the Getz Theater. 
also gave a visually great perfor-
mance to bring the aud ience into the 
fee l of the music. 
I would have to say that I was a lit-
tle disappointed in the turnout. At 
one time, I counted and there were 
about 20 people in the aud ience. T.J. 
Kanczuzewski, from Somewhere in 
Between, had some thought about the 
low turnout, " I think that the school 
poorly promoted it. The only promo-
tion that the event had was posters 
that I put up in the Columbia donns 
and the music building." 
Although the event was not highly 
publ icized. it was nice to see that 
some Columbia students actually do 
care about what other students are 
doing to make a name in their career. 
It also did not tum out to be a "bat-
tle" of the bands, but a gathering of 
the bands. [ was expecting to see a 
lot more competitiveness between all 
of the bands. 
It is safe to say that I do not think 
that one band could have taken away 
the title alone. All of the bands that 
perfonned had an incredible amount 
of talent and devotion to music. I 
hope to see them all have sold out 
perfonnances and reach their dream 
of being well known musicians. 
Christina Mann/Chronicle 
From left: Brian Simpson, Joey Tabor, Tony Tabor and Miki Mikhailovich of 
S~ere In _n, jam away to the music. 
, 
Europe's latest export 
By Vince Kong 
Assistant A&E Editor 
As we wait with bated breath for 
Britney Spears and Christina 
Aguilara to follow*up their double 
platinum albums, Europe has sent 
her own pop lolita in the form of a 
voluptuous 17-year-old Capricorn, 
Samantha Mumba. 
Hailing from Dublin, Ireland, 
Mumba's roundish face, big smile 
and large child-like eyes, precari-
ously balanced atop an "al1-
woman" body, will surely help her 
dominate the charts on MTV's 
"Total Request Live." With 
Mumba staying true to the formula 
-bubblegum lyrics over dance 
beats wrapped up in a sexy shell-
she has been able display her abili-
ty to dominate the airwaves by 
breaking into the UK's top ten with 
the dance hit, "Gotta Tell You." 
With her European success as an 
indication of things to come, and 
her single steadily climbing up the 
Billboard charts, phrases like, 
"Don't wanna love you if you don't 
25 
love me ... but it wouldn't be right if I (ifI), didn't tell you this tonight," will 
replace, "Hit me baby one more time" and "Oops, I did it again." from the lexicon 
of our 13-year-old sisters. 
So, as Mumba embarks on tours this summer promoting her new album, Gotta 
Tell You, fathers will surely have a new venue to bring their adolescent daughters 
to: a venue where one anq all can enjoy. 
Ii l1Cl!11f6Cl 
IS NOW HIRIN G 
SERVERS & HOSTS 
• Family-owned and operated for ov(~r 60 years 
• Casual restaurant, good working atin osphere 
• Sensible and tair employers 
• A chance to make some good money 
• Located very near college , at Dearborn &. Polk 
• No experience necessary; we will train you 
• Opening late May-early June 
Please call Jim Hebson at 312-461-1116, 
Or e-mail ul.atjhebson@hackneys.net 
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Continuing Undergraduate Students (degree seeking) 
(Students-at-Iarge may register during Open Registration only.) 
Tuesday, May 1 - Friday, May 11 
New Freshman and Transfer Students 
Registration will take place during orientation in July/August 
Refer to the orientation information below for details. 
Students who cannot take advantage of orientation/registration can do so during 
late orientation/registration. 
Orientation/ Registration for First-time Freshman and 
First-time Transfer Students 
(Students must schedule their date by mail or by internet after June 1, 2001) 
http://www.colum.edujnewstudentinfo 
Orientation is required for all new students. New students will be registered for their courses as a part of orienta· 
tion. New students should schedule their orientation/registration date after they receive their orientation packet 
(between June 1 and July 24, 2001), which will include a form and instructions on how to schedule an orientation 
date. Once the reply card or Internet form is completed and returned, students will be sent a letter confirming the 
date and time of their orientation/ registration. 
If you have not received an orientation packet by July 24, 2001 and/ or if you are unable to attend orientation; 
freshman should contact the Freshman Center, and transfer students should contact the Academic Advising Office 
immediately! Failure to do so may impact your ability to register for classes. 
STARTS FRIDAY, MAY 4rH 
EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT 
Buy One And Get Another 
Of The Same Product 50% Offl 
On a wide sciection of slircrior q\lality IN vi tamin 
and min~ral ~lIpp l cll1c nt s ; and SI orts nutriti m, 
h 'rlnll and r 'I'sona l-car' produ 'ls. 
730 s. Dearborn 
(312) 663-9591 ~c __ I--,r l 
Mon .· J'rl . 10-6 I S:It . 10-S I Sun. - 'Juscd 
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www.us.~.com 
Do ~ want to mlln valuable experience? 
COLLEGE NEWSPAPER WORKSHOP 
Tuesday, 3 cr. 1 :30-4:20 53-3530-01 
The Columbia Chronicle, the weekly college newspaper and its web 
site is written by this class. Students get hands-on experience in 
writing and reporting, copy editing, and headline writing. 
Prerequisite: Junior or senior standing, 3.0 gpa or permission from faculty advisor Jim Sulski. 
If you have any questions please call Jim Sulski at 312-344-7584 or Chris Richert at 312-344-7432 
Do ~ want published clips for your Portfolio? 
Get ahead of your peers and sign up now! 
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COLUMBIA'S BIG G EST SECR ET 
The English Department's LOST WRITI NG CLASSES 
courses so secret they are NOT listed in your 
fall 2001 catalogue 
UNLI STE D COURSES: 
COURSE: 
(CUR SE 
NU',l5fR 
OM 
i lMf 
ADVANCED STYLE PERSONAL ESSAY BUSINESS and CAREERS IN WRITING CREATIVE NONF'lCTl ON II 
52-1801-01 
MONDAY 
9:00-1 1:50 
TECH. WRITING 
52-2810-01 52-2802-01 
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY 
11:00-1:50 9:30-1 2:20 
Professional Wri ting Program 
Columbia College Chicago 
English Depar tment 
GRADUATING SENIORS 
52-1800-01 52-2831-01 
WEDNES DAY TH UR SDAY 
1:00-1:50 11:00 -1:5 0 
Phone: 312-344-811 8 
E-mail : 
Inawrocki @poprnail .colurTl .edu 
G ET ON THE WAGON 
Come take a RIDE and have your 
~ ... • ,. . ~ .. VIDEO J~E~:; . Friday. May 4th 
6 ~l\, .. ''.  P 600 S. Mi~l~~~n:~: 
TbeJ~iel(1 
Muse um 
." 1104 S. Wabash Ave. 
And lhen 
~  ~ 
Fridays 
throughout 
the month 
of May. 
And maybe some 
other times too. 
KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN. 
(;UEST Ui':I,ATf()NS R/~ P.\': Koles Includ e: cOlli check, greeter, tkkL't-lo.k('r, 
lunchroom ;,ttcndanL Inl'ormo)t\on booth rcprescnlnUve or switchboard, To ljuallry, 
you need pr t:!vlous customer IIl 'rv\cC cxpe rlt.'m:e lind II trll'ndly dlsposlltOll to provIde 
our gucstll with the best pU:islhtc cxperlcncl' , 
SAU :S .1.\:Wf.'IATFS: A5Slsi cuslorncctiwlth the liell'dlon {\nd pur~'h thiC of' cxdlln~ 
KIll IICfnS at The FIeld Mus('um Stun.'. MU III he encrl:let\c with (I, bright pcrsonallly. 
and l 'njOY work Ing w ith nil dtrfl'rcnl kInds 0 1' p('ople. PrevIous lIot~!I ~xperl cnl,'c 
preferred . 
Thlb lIummer, ex pion,' the world LlI The Field MUIIClim. If you cennul attend 
our Job FolrlOr)(m H(nJ:~C . plcollc send your tI:!~umc 10: l h •• 1,ld Museum, 
14 00 8 . tlk. Sho rt Drly., ChlcIMo, IL 6060'1 FIX: 3 12 ·66' ·7111 : 
E'mlll : hrC41 lmnh.ofl VlJU u, III www.n.ldmu •• um.orl EOE 
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ACROSS 
1 \Nord of woe 
5 Creative 
movement 01 the 
'60, 
10 Father 01 Seth 
14 Drunkard 
15 Sprite 
16 Loopy 
17 Couple 
18 Particutars 
19 One Baldwin 
20 ''Valley 01 the 
Dolls" writer 
22 Reserve lor a 
special purpose 
24 Take a look 
26 Knights'lilles 
27 Principal street: 
slang 
31 Elgar work. M_ 
Variations" 
35 " of Goo' 
36 BUtterball 
3B Feel ~I 
39. Bunker or Nob 
40 Evade by 
drcumlocution 
41 Luau dance 
42 Tankard /iller 
43Laye""'_ 
44 Deceive 
4S Lashoul 
47 Gym shoes 
49 Ange, 
51 MOist and chi!Py 
52 Some oIlvines 
56 Declares 
60 Lal. lisl-ender 
61 Spicy dish 
63 Smidgen 
64 Agronomisfs 
ooncem 
65 ''The Sons 01 
EIde(' 
66 Magician Henning 
67 Exdusively 
58 look of contempt 
69 Singer Redding 
DOWN 
1 Higl peal<s 
2 Maul feast 
3 Yard-sale warning 
"".J, 
4 Shell 'ragmenls 
5 One""';th tv.o 
cenls to put in 
6 Coal mine 
7 Chopping lools 
8 Singer leAnn 
9 Most easily riled 
10 '92 Wimbledon 
",nne, 
11 Artist Salvaoor 
12 GOI grayer 
13 Medieval weapon 
21 Beattyand 
Bunlline 
23 Plsa'S river 
25 Author 01 ''The 
Triar 
27 Taj _ 
28 Sure-looted 
29 Cove 
30 Devers and 
Parent 
32 Transparenllabric 
33 Bannister or Coo, 
e.g. 
34 King and AIda 
37 Prevailing tide 
40 Ruthless usurers 
41 Japanese island 
Solutions 
S I 1 0 ~ 3 3 N S A 1 N 0 
D n 00 3 I 1 •• 1 l OS 
• 1 
01 1 1 I H 0 1 • 1 3 
S 3 .1 'tf .1 S S 1 0 o I 
" 3 d 
)I N 'tf a 3 1 I " 
S " 3 )I 'tf 3 N S A 1 
, 1 3 1 
N 3 ZOO 3 1 'tf H S 31. 
• 1 
n H 1 " I • S 1 1 I H 1 I • o S 1 • , S 3 N D • 
· ~ {) I N 3 D • " o N I • ~ S t:I I S • 3 3 d 
3 0 I S 'tf .1 3 S N N • S n s 
o 3 1 • S VII 3 .1 I 
" I 
• d 
• D 
• D 3 I X 1 d H S n 1 
~ . o • .1 t:I 'tf d 0 S • 1 • 
43 LDsttraction 
44 'White Men 
Jump" 
46 Too fancy 
48 Not so tou!1l 
50 Patriot Allen 
52 Mexican money 
53 Type 01 Jacket 
54 Fence piece 
55 Web location 
57 Hom honk 
58 Pin box 
59 Becomes slack 
62 Invent facts 
Classified Advertising Rales: 
Only 25 cenls per word, 
All major credn cards accepled, 
Pre'paymenl required, 
Deadline: Friday 5:00 p,m, C,SJ 
To place your order, visn the world wide web al: 
http://www.universaladvertising.com 
SUYER BEWARE: Neither Universal Advertising nor Columbia Chronicle assume responsibility for damages resulting from any advertisements. 
CALL 312·344·7432 wilh Queslions 
Columbia Chronicle 29 
()la88ified8 
Announcements 
Europe $199 one way, 
Mexico/Caribbean or Cenlral 
America $250 round Irip plus lax. 
Other world deslinations cheap, If 
you can beallhese prices start your 
own damn airline! Book tickels 
online www,airtech,com or toll free 
877 ·AIRTECH 
EARN UP TO $10fHR 
Work on campus FIT or PIT for as 
little as 5·10 hrsfwk or as many as 
40 hrsfwk. Be your own boss. 
Creale your own schedule, limiled 
Posilions. Call Rebecca 708·385· 
3002 
17 People needed 10 Lose 
Weight! Teresa losl 23 pounds in 30 
days! 100% Nalural, Call 
1·800·296·8190 
CAMERAMEN 
JOURNALISTS EDITORS POLISH· 
SPEAKING FOR TV PRODUCTION 
PARTTIME CALL: 312·906·8888 
775 WEST JACKSON BLVD, 
CHICAGO, IL 60661 
Dressage Riders Needed 
for classical equeslrian Iheater in 
Downlown Chicago, Specializing in 
Andalusian High School work, Five 
performances a week, Riding Masler 
Baron Julius Von Uhl. The Noble 
Horse 312·266·7878 
NOBLE HORSE 
is accepling applicalions for carriage 
drivers. Experience with horses 
helpful. Musl have valid IL, Drivers 
license, FIT PIT Call 312·266·7878 
Furniture 
Art Gallery For Sale 
Eslabl ished, very profilable art 
gallery far sale, Turnkey aperalion, 
plus owner is available 10 train/con· 
suit. Gallery specializes in an area 
with lois of opportunily to increase 
sales, clientele and artisl portfolio, 
Call Craig @ CFS 630·836·8448 
Textbooks 
Want to sell your Term Paper? 
We give you S10 for each and every 
Term paper or essay Ihat yau uplaad 
onlo our sile, 
www.SeIlYourTermpapers.com 
WE WANT YOU! 
EARN CREDITS THIS SUMMER 
AND WE'LL PAY FOR THE CALL. 
~ DIAL 
7- DIlID ~1-800-942-7404 D ~ III -r AND REGISTER FOR ClJISSES _ _ AT TRITON COLLEGE. 
AI Tnt()' i. y~u'tI find 
• '-'.ow~es re d :ICf~ 1\) rGT;e or WO'~ • a vGrlcr..,. of c.;u'se :"eri'l-;; 
• conV';nen' day and evepin9 ,;IOW~S 
• gU:JrO"ll':'I?C Ir01sfe c.;t craclJI s to C:.:;ll.r-bic Cc a~12 
Don't wail! This Iree call oller is lor a limiled lime only-April 2310 Moy 4, 
Gel a jump on Ihe loll semesler or slay on schedule 
01 Trilon Coll9gelhis summer. 
-, '. ." 1<' • ;1;.:'.1 h"" ,: ........ . . , .... ,:"'" .. I H,.:l II - ~;{\';I; .!!\( .A'· .... 
,'; ,: :\<', ,,~.'" !,,'. ~.; •. : • ( "":l~ ',,")";,:"" 'c'" I -. J ,J<; 
1-" f ~:'~I<,,()" .,·.l·~.,, ~ ',;:~)('''''·I ... ,, 'YI''''lI·'''''JI''oit -\(;'".", ·,-,'"1·. ' 'l' 
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pass your first test: 
I * I ~ 
~"l Get up to $23,000* 
~~ in College Education Assistance 
PACKAGE HANDLERS 
Steady, Part-Time Jobs . $8.50-$9.50fhour • We~kends & Holidays Off AND Great Benefits! 
HOOGKINS" AOOISON" 
(I-S5 &. 1-294 • South Suburbs) (Army Tf<lll &. lombard Rds ) 
Ph: 1-888-4UPS·I0B • Access Cod.: 4411 Ph : 630·628·3737 
To H')(lgkln~ la~.e one of the follOWing buses: 10 Addison li:lke pdce bus "536 or 1393 
' 169 '390 '391 1392'395 '397 ,S90 .833 
NORTHBROOK PALATINE" 
(Shermer &. Willow Rds ) (Hicks &. Rand Rd5./ 
Ph: 841-480·6788 Ph: 847·705·6025 
Up to $10,000 Education Assistanc. To Pala~lne from Elgm take pace bus ,556 
To NOlIhbrook take pace bus '212 
For more Information, please call our facilities direct or our 24·hr. jobline at: 
1-888-4UPS-J08 • Ace ... Cod., 4417 
• UPS E.tl!'l & Learn Program Guldelln6 Apply 
don 't pass it Up ... 
pass it on! 
Underground Cafe 
Lower level of the 600 S. Michigan building 
Monday - Thursday Bam to 6:30pm, 
Friday Bam to 3pm 
.... ....... $1 
.. ,i •............ S452 
A •••••••••••••••• $I .. 
.'u ... I •......... $3I. 
F' .. kfurt .•.•.•.•• $ ••• 
II. J.n, CA •••••••• 1. 
Madrid ................ .. 
AptI 30, 2001 
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Hanging with ... Mr. Valasquez 
By Noel Sutcliff 
Correspondent 
Phil Valasquez is a photographer for 
the Chicago Tribune, and has been tak· 
ing pictures at sporting events for over 
25 years. He also teaches a photogra. 
phy class at Columbia. 
just part of the job. I've known people 
who have had to go to the hospital, but 
thankfully I've never had to go. I know 
people who have almost been crippled 
because of a certain hit. They 've been 
hit with line dri ves in the head and 
been out for two to three months with 
double vision. 
Christina Mann/ChronICle 
Q: W ho or what has been your 
favori te subj ect to ta ke a picture of? 
A: Michael Jordan. He is the most 
incredible athlete I' ve ever covered . I 
covered him at the stan of his career. In 
fact , I was at hi s press conference when 
they drafted him. When he quit to go 
play baseball I went down south 
[Birmingham1 to cover his baseball 
career. When he made his comeback I 
was at his first game, and J was there in 
Utah when he made hi s final shot. I've 
covered him from shot to shot during 
his entire career. 
Q : What happens if you work a 
game a nd }'ou get back to develop 
the pictures a nd they don't turn out? 
A: It's happened to people, but thank-
fully not to me. If it 's a big game or 
event like the Cubs or White Sox, you 
have to re ly on the wire. If it were a 
high school or college event it would 
be a little more diffi cult . I' ve known 
people who have had film or mechani-
cal problems of that nature . Like I said, 
it hasn ' t happened to me and J don't 
plan on it. 
Sports photographer Phil Valasquez of the Chicago Tribune. 
Q: Do people get fi red r ight away for 
that mistake? 
Q : Have you or a nyone yo u know 
ever gotten inju red while taking pic-
tures? 
A: Ifit's a technical thing like a camera 
failure you can't fault the photographer. 
I f it were somebody just not using their 
head, forgetting the ir fi lm or processing 
it wrong you probably wou ldn't get 
fi red. You wou ld get ye lled at and 
maybe taken off of sports. It's all a mat-
ter of the way it happens. Different s itu-
ations dictate the turnout of something. 
Q : Wo uld you consider working as a 
pa pa razzi? 
A: No way. I don't consider that photo 
journalism. Paparazzi arc people who are 
paid to invade (X!ople's privacy. At the 
Tribune when we are sent out to do stories 
we are told not to push it. If you don't get 
the picture, you don't get the picture. Do 
not try and climb someone's fence or try 
and shoot through someone's windO\vs. 
Q: What do ) '0 11 prefer to shoot, 
White Sox games o r C ub ones? 
A: Cubs. I love Wrigley Field and I'm 
a Cub fan. I really shouldn't admit that 
being ajoumalist. I've been a Cub fan 
all my life. There's someth ing about 
covering baseball at Wrigley Field as 
opposed to covering [Comiskey]. 
Wrigley is one of the last great places 
to shoot baseba ll. 
A: I've been hit many times. I had 
Patrick Ewing fa ll on me. I've had 
Walter Payton pick me up after hitting 
me out of bounds. I've been hit by 
baseballs and other things, but you just 
have to keep your eyes open. That's 
Sianis 
Continued from Back Page 
hello to anyone." 
The very first Bi lly Goat 
tavern was located right next 
to Ch icago Stadium, wh ich 
was torn down to bui ld the 
United Center. Sian is counted 
on the crowds from the 
Blackhawks and the Bulls to 
stop in after the games. 
During the Bull s champi-
onship run in the '90s, Sianis' 
business was nocked with fans 
that had come to watch 
Michael Jordan. Since Jordan 
left , and with the Bulls and 
Blackhawks struggling the 
past few years, business has 
been a little bit s lower. 
" It's been down about three 
or four percent," Sian is said. 
"Other restaurants have it 
tougher though. My business 
has dropped a little after the 
games but not before. When 
the Bulls or Blackhawks lose, 
people shoot for home instead 
of staying downtown to cele-
brate. It has been tough for the 
whole downtown area. 
"People would come into the 
city and go to restaurants or 
bars," Sianis sa id . "There were 
20,000 people giving bus iness 
to the area. Now yo u don 't see 
that. A lot of people have lost 
interest in the Bulls." 
Not surpri singly, the Billy 
Goat by Wrigley Fie ld isn't 
affected no matter how poorly 
the Cubs are playing. "The Cubs 
are much different," said Sianis. 
"Win or lose they draw the 
crowd. I don 't know if it's 
because of the Cubs, the stadi-
um or the area, but last year 
they drew over 2 mi ll ion peo-
ple." For Sianis, that means a 
whole bunch of cheeszborgers 
sold. 
Whether bus iness is down or 
up, the Billy Goat will always 
have a place in Chicago, and 
Sianis will hand over the leg-
endary place in the same fash-
ion that his uncle left it to him. 
" When I drop dead," Sianis 
says, "the kids take over." Billy Goat owner Sam Slanls 
Helpful tips for ordering, eating at the Billy Goat 
Whi le a customer is able to order things off the 
menu like a rib eye steak or a ham and cheese sand-
wich, the best choice is to get a cheeseburger. Jfyou 
order a cheeseburger however, expect to get a double 
one. 
Most times the cook tak ing the order wi ll either 
pressure you into ordering one or demand that you do. 
(fyou are a french fry lover, make sure to go to the 
Billy Goat on north Clark Street. The one on 
Michigan does not carry fries, only ch ips. A customer 
is expected to know that, and if they attempt to order 
fries they will be yelled at and told "no fries only 
chips." In addition, make sure not to order Pepsi. It 
wil l become very obvious soon after that they only 
serve Coke. 
Customers of the Billy Goat can also go there in the 
morning for breakfast. From 7 a.m. to II a.m. the 
Tavern serves omlettes, sausage and bacon. Nothing 
costs more then $4.25 on either the breakfast or regu-
Brad Bretz/Chronicle lar menu, giving college students the opportunity to 
Damon Buford Zone 
A wflflk of Buford 
1·10, 5 strikeouts 
Cumulative Statistics 
3-44, 15 strikeouts 
Mon. lues 
eat good food at a decent price. 
The tavern was made famous by John Belushi in his 
memorable Saturday Night Live skit in the '70's. The 
phrase "Cheezbooga! Cheezboga! Cheeps! No Coke, 
Pepsi!" can st ill be heard at the Bi lly Goat today, 
although they really serve Coke and not Pepsi. 
Belushi heard the famous saying while eating at th~ 
Billy Goat on Michigan Avenue. The tavern,located 
under both the Chicago Sun-Times and the Chicago 
Tribune, is also a place where most of Chicago's jour-
nalists eat during a break from work. 
The late Mike Royko was perhaps the biggest sup-
porter of the Billy Goat and quickly made fr iends 
with owner Sam Sianis. From time to time Royko 
would write his column based on hi s experiences 
when eating at the tavern. 
The Billy Goat is open daily from 7 a.m to 2 a.m. 
Wed. Thurs. Fri. 
• WlBC Tourll)' 
6 p.lII. 
. - Noel Sutcliff 
Sat. 
• WlBC Tourll)' 
11'.111 . 
• ISUToum)' 
Sun. 
• WIBC Tourll)' 
11'.111. 
-
-
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Serving up sports, Sianis style 
Sheila BocchinelChronicle 
Tavern Itraditions'date 
back to curse of the goat 
By Noel Sutcliff and Scott Venci 
Correspondent, Sports Editor 
Sam Sianis walks into the tavern he owns on a recent Wednesday afternoon and goes behind the 
counter to make a few phone calls. A 
coup le of people look over in h is d irec-
Lion and start gawk ing, almost as if 
Elvis Pres ley has just walked into the 
build ing. In these pans, Sian is is Elvis. 
rhe 65-year-o ld is a legend in Chicago. 
People come from all over the country 
to meet the man and to shake his hand. 
In fact, a man from California. appar-
ently unaware that Sianis is being inter-
viewed, walks right up and introduces 
hi mse lf as if Sian is is his idol, te lling 
hi m how big an honor it is to be in his 
bar. Much like he does with every 
patron who comes up to him during the 
day, Sianis talks to him for awh ile and 
thanks him for vis it ing. 
Sian is is the proud owner of the 
Billy Goat Tavern, a staple in v irtually 
eve ry major section of Chicago. I-Ie 
gets up each morning and goes 10 work 
at one of his five Billy Goat bars, and 
then goes to another one after a couple 
\lfhollrs. That way all the out·of·town· 
I.!rs gel a chance to see the man in per· 
SOil. 
S ian is took over the Billy Goat when 
his Uncle William d ied in 1970. 
Will iam made the establ ishment 
famous in the sports world by putting 
a legendary hex on the Chicago Cubs. 
In 1945 Sianis bought two t ickets to 
see the Cubs play the Detroit Tigers in 
the World Series. He bought one ticket 
for himse lf, and one for his goat. Due 
to the goat's bad smell, the ushers at 
Wrigley FicJd refused to let Wil li am 
into the game and sent him and his 
goat home. As soon as it happened 
William placed a hex on the Cubs, 
saying they would never again w in a 
World Series. Will iam fina ll y removed 
the hex in 1969, but it still didn 't turn 
around the Cubs fortunes, as they blew 
a commanding first place lead to the 
New York Mets. 
It was Sam's turn to try and bring 
the goat into Wrigley Fie ld in 1973, 
although it was a new goat, cons ider-
ing the origina l one died years before. 
The ushers at Wr igley Field refused to 
let the goat and Sam in, and the goat 
hex was on again, as the Cubs fell o ut 
of first place in less then two weeks. 
"Once the Cubs were so ld to the 
Tribune that's when eve ryth ing was 
fine by me," said S ianis in his thick 
Greek ancient. "We've tried a coup le 
of times s ince they bought the team to 
try and remove the curse. In 1984 we 
won the first two games of the playoffs 
against San Diego with the goat here. 
lltllY GOAT 
Sheila BocchineiChronicie 
Sports has been as much of a menu item as cheeseburgers and chips at the world famous Billy Goat 
Tavern. Owner Sam Sianis (above) has entertained both world class athletes as well as the common sports 
fans (upper left) who often spend an afternoon watching a baseball game at the tavern. 
The Cubs left for San Diego and they 
left the goat here and they lost three 
games. In 1994 the Cubs had a 12-
game losing streak and I vo lunteered to 
bring the goat out to Wrigley Fie ld and 
we stopped their 
losing streak." 
and former Northwestern star Evan 
Eschemeyer stopped in and ordered a 
couple of cheeseburgers. 
Former White Sox owner Bi ll Veeck 
was a regular at the Bi ll y Goat, and 
quickly made fri ends 
with S ianis. "I-Ie would 
To this day 
S ian is is not real-
ly sure why they 
wouldn't let the 
goat into the sta-
dium, but he 
knows who to 
blame for it. "It 
was Wrigley's 
Locations of the Billy Goat always come here after 
sitt ing in the b leachers at 
Wr igley," said Sian is, 
referring to Veeck's 430 N, Michiga n Ave. Lower Leve l 
unusual preference to 
watch the Cubs over the 
team he owned. "There 
was this one time when 
we were ce lebrating the 
50-year anniversary and 
we were having a big 
party w ith televi s ion 
cameras and newspaper 
people, and Veeck was 
there. During the course 
of the party he took a 
$20 dollar b ill and two 
ha lf-dollar pieces and 
sandwiched them 
between butter. He took 
the butter with the 
(3 12) 222-1525 
3516 N. Clark St. 
(773) 327-4361 
fault," sa id Sianis, 330 S. Wells 
referring to (3 12) 554-0297 
William Wrigley, 
who owned the 
Cubs at the time. 
The Billy Goat 
1535 W. Madison 
(~12) 733-9132 
has been fre- 309 W. \Vashington 
quented by some (312) 899-1873 
of the biggest ath-
letes in the world, 
who enjoy stop-
p ing by to orde r a 
cheeseburger, or cheeszborger as it's 
ca lled there. Th is past fa ll 15 members 
of the Minnesota Vikings made a v isit, 
as did the women's World Cup soccer 
team when they were in town. Back in 
the '70s, Oakland owner Charlie Finley 
made it a po int to stop in when the A's 
were in town play ing the White Sox, 
and he occasiona ll y brought Reggie 
Jackson with h im. M inutes after ta lk-
ing 10 Sianis, current New Jersey Net 
money on it and th rew it on the ce il ing, 
and it stuck. It was there for over a 
year." 
Sianis wouldn't have allowed just 
anybody to pull a stunt li ke that. "We 
let h im do it because he was a rea l nice 
guy," Sianis sa id. " He was the type of 
guy who would never refuse to say 
See Sianis, page 31 
